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This project is aimed at developing and demonstrating highly conductive, lightweight, 
and low-cost thermoplastic blends to be used as flow field bipolar plates for polymer 
electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells. 
 
The research is focused on designing, prototyping, and testing carbon-filled thermoplastic 
composites with high electrical conductivity, as well as suitable mechanical and process 
properties. 
 
The impact of different types of fillers on the composite blend properties was evaluated, 
as well as the synergetic effect of mixtures of fill types within a thermoplastic polymer 
matrix. A number of blends were produced by varying the filler percentages. Composites 
with loadings up to 65% by weight of graphite, conductive carbon black, and carbon 
fibers were investigated.  Research results show that three-filler composites exhibit 
better performance than single or two-filler composites. 
  
Injection and compression molding of the conductive carbon filled polypropylene blend 
was used to fabricate the bipolar plates. A Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) was used 
to determine the actual filler loading of composites. A Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM) technique was use as an effective way to view the microstructure of composite for 
 iii
properties such as edge effects, porosity, and fiber alignment.  Density and mechanical 
properties of conductive thermoplastic composites were also investigated.  During this 
study, it was found that 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composites showed better performance 
than other blends. The highest conductivity, 1900 S/m in in-plane and 156 S/m in through 
plane conductivity, is obtained with the 65% composite. Mechanical properties such as 
tensile modulus, tensile strength, flexural modulus and flexural strength for 65% 1:1:1 
SG-4012/VCB/CF composite were found to be 584.3 MPa, 9.50 MPa, 6.82 GPa and 47.7 
MPa, respectively, and these mechanical properties were found to meet minimum 
mechanical property requirements for bipolar plates. The highest density for bipolar plate 
developed in this project is 1.33 g/cm3 and is far less than that of graphite bipolar plate. 
 
A novel technique for metal insert bipolar plate construction was also developed for this 
project. With a copper sheet insert, the in-plane conductivity of bipolar plate was found to 
be significantly improved.   The performance of composite and copper sheet insert 
bipolar plates was investigated in a single cell fuel cell.  All the composites bipolar 
plates showed lower performance than the graphite bipolar plate on current-voltage (I-V) 
polarization curve testing. Although the copper sheet insert bipolar plates were very 
conductive in in-plane conductivity, there was little improvement in single cell 
performance compared with the composite bipolar plates.    
 
This work also investigated the factors affecting bipolar plate resistance measurement, 
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which is important for fuel cell bipolar plate design and material selection.  Bipolar plate 
surface area (S) and surface area over thickness (S/T) ratio was showed to have   
significant effects on the significance of interfacial contact resistances. At high S/T ratio, 
the contact resistance was found to be most significant for thermoplastic blends. Other 
factors such as thickness, material properties, surface geometry and clamping pressure 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
 
1.1 Project Objectives 
The polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell is one of the most promising power 
sources for stationary and transportation applications in the future due to many attractive 
features.  These features include high efficiency, high power density, relatively low 
operating temperature, convenient fuel supply and long lifetime [1, 2]. However, the high 
cost of PEM fuel cells have became one of the major barriers to fuel cell 
commercialization [3]. 
 
In order to make the PEM fuel cell more economically feasible, processing and material 
costs need to be reduced. This reduction extends to the cost associated with bipolar plates. 
As a commonly used component in the PEM fuel cell, bipolar plates account for 
approximately 80% of the fuel cell volume, 70% of the fuel cell weight, and as much as 
60% of the entire stack cost [4].  This means that dramatic reductions in size, weight, 
and cost can be achieved by focusing on bipolar plate materials and production methods. 
In particular, finding an inexpensive mass production method would be an ideal way to 
lower cost.  One approach to reduce the cost of PEM fuel cell bipolar plates is to 
develop new materials such as a thermoplastic polymer matrix composite to lower 
manufacturing cost. With polymer composites, Bar-On et. al. [5] estimated that the cost of 
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bipolar plates would be only 15%~29% of the stack cost.  
 
The aim of this thesis was to develop highly conductive, lightweight, and low cost 
thermoplastic blends and demonstrate their use as bipolar plates for PEM fuel cell. In 
order to develop ideal conductive composite for bipolar plate use, different aspects were 
investigated in this project. Firstly, different conductive composites where developed and 
investigated for their conductivity and mechanical properties, then a novel metal sheet 
insert technique was investigated to significantly improve the conductivity of a bipolar 
plate. Finally, in-situ (i.e. in a fuel cell) properties of composite and metal sheet insert 
bipolar plates were investigated within the scope of this project.  
 
1.2 Introduction to PEM Fuel Cell Technology 
The polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell is an electrochemical energy 
conversion device that converts chemical energy of fuel directly into electric energy. 
PEM fuel cells are extremely attractive as power sources for transportation, distributed 
power, and portable electrical devices [3, 4]. They offer the potential of a solid state, 
lightweight, high power density, and low temperature power source [6].  There has been 
a significant increase in PEM fuel cell research in the past five years. The automotive 
industry has invested considerable effort in the commercialization of PEM fuel cell for 
cars, which are expected to eventually compete with internal combustion engine vehicles 
[7].  However, there continues to be barriers to commercialization of PEM fuel cells, 
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specifically, lack of hydrogen production and distribution infrastructure, low on-board 
hydrogen storage densities, durability of PEM fuel cell stacks, and the high cost. As one 
of the key components of the PEM fuel cell, new materials and designs of bipolar plates 
are essential to meet the required cost and weight reduction in fuel cells.  
 
1.2.1 Structure of a PEM Fuel Cell  
Figure 1.1 shows the major components in a single PEM fuel cell, which includes: the 
membrane electrolyte assembly (MEA) (which is an electrolyte membrane with catalyst 
layer on both sides), gas diffusion layers, gaskets, bipolar plates, current collectors and 





Figure 1.1:  Structure diagram of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell  
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Table 1.1:  Primary components of a PEM fuel cell [8] 







Solid polymer electrolyte 
impregnated with catalyst 
layers for the anode and 
cathode 
 
Porous carbon paper or cloth 
for gas diffusion layer 
(GDL) 
Consists of the two electrodes, a membrane 
electrolyte and two GDLs. The membrane 
separates (with a gas barrier) the two half-cell 
reactions and allows protons to pass through from 
anode to the cathode. The dispersed catalyst 
layers on the electrodes promote each half 
reaction. The GDL evenly distributes gases to the 
catalyst on the membrane, conducts electrons 
from the active area to the bipolar plates and 
assists in water management.     
Bipolar plate 
Graphite, stainless steel, or 
thermoplastic materials  
Distributes gases over the active area of the 
membrane. Conducts electrons from the anode of 
one electrode pair to the cathode of next electrode 
pair. Carries water away from each cell. 
Endplate 
Material with good 
mechanical strength  
(normally steel or 
aluminum) 




Metal material with good 
electric contact and 
conductivity, normally 
copper.  
Collects and transfers the current from the stack 




1.2.2 Electrochemistry of a PEM Fuel Cell  
Humidified hydrogen or hydrogen-rich gas normally serves as the fuel in a PEM fuel cell, 
and humidified oxygen serves as the oxidant.  From the anode, hydrogen diffuses 
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through the gas diffusion layer (GDL) to the catalyst layer in which hydrogen molecules 
are split into protons and electrons according to the following half cell electrochemical 
reaction [9]:  
 
 H2    2H+ + 2e-               E0 25°C = 0.00 V           (1.1) 
 
Where E0 25°C is the half cell potential measured against a standard hydrogen electrode at 
temperature of 25°C. The protons travel through the electrolyte membrane to the 
cathode while the electrons are conducted to the cathode through the external circuit. 
 
At the cathode, oxygen diffuses through the cathode GDL to the cathode catalyst. At the 
catalyst, oxygen reacts with protons and electrons forming water and producing heat via 
this half reaction shown in Eqn. (1.2):  
 
  2H+ + 1/2 O2 + 2e-    H2O        E0 25℃ = +1.229 V             (1.2) 
 
The overall reaction of the PEM fuel cell is presented below: 
 
H2 + 1/2 O2    H2O          E0 25℃ = +1.229 V                (1.3)        
 




Figure 1.2:  Schematic diagram of a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell [10]  
 
In the operation of a PEM fuel cell, the bipolar plates serve a number of functions, 
including:  the distribution of gases over the membrane, the conduction of electrons to 
and from the anode and cathode electrodes, the conduction of heat to and from the 
electrodes (and they often contain cooling channels to aid in thermal management), the 
removal of product water away from each cell, the gas barrier between different cells; and, 
the structural stability of the cell itself. 
 
In the following sections, a detailed discussion about the functionality of bipolar plates 
within the PEM fuel cell will be given.  
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1.3 Introduction to the Bipolar Plate  
Bipolar plate, also called flow field plate or separator plate, is used as an electrical 
connection between two electrodes with opposite polarities, thereby implementing the 
serial addition of the electrochemical potential of different cells in the fuel cell stack. The 
bipolar plate is made of gas-impermeable and electrically conductive material, serving as 
current collectors, and forming the supporting structure of the stack. The bipolar plates 
are commonly made from graphite, coated metals such as aluminum, stainless steel, 
titanium and nickel, or composite plates such as metal or carbon based plates [10]. Gas 
flow channels are machined or molded into the plates to provide paths for reactant gases. 





Figure 1.3:  Photograph of a graphite bipolar plate with flow channels 
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As one of the key components in a PEM fuel cell, bipolar plates represent a significant 
part of the total capital cost and most of the weight of a fuel cell stack. Critical to 
transportation and portable application of fuel cells are the design characteristics of 
volume density, energy, and power densities.  Bipolar plates represent approximately 
80% of total weight and 45% stack cost, and thus are critical to fuel cell design [10].  
Since there is a relatively large amount of material mass used in bipolar plates, the cost of 
the material itself is critical.  To date, almost all flow path manufacturing involves the 
machining of the flow path into a plate ‘blank’, which is a very costly process.  This 
results is in approximately 29% of the fuel cell cost [5] being attributed to the plate. As a 
key factor to affect the commercialization of PEM fuel cells, it is desirable that bipolar 
plates be inexpensive, thin, and as lightweight as possible to reduce the weight, volume, 
and cost of fuel cell.  Note that in transportation applications, weight is especially 
critical because additional weight reduces fuel efficiency, range, and effects handling.   
The materials suitable for bipolar plates must also allow for the ability to be mass 
produced at low costs with the flow path on the surface of bipolar plate.  A typical fuel 
cell in vehicle application will include 200 – 400 plates.  In this case, proper material 
selection and processing methodology for bipolar plates is necessary if they are to be 
widely used in the automotive industry [11].  New materials for bipolar plates must have 
high electrical conductivity and a lower density compared to the available materials such 
as steel, aluminum, and graphite, and must be able to be mass produced [12].  
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1.3.1 Functionality of Bipolar Plates 
A typical PEM fuel cell (Fig. 1.1) essentially consists of an anode backing, 
membrane/electrode assembly (MEA) and cathode backing sandwiched between two 
bipolar plates (anode and cathode) [9].  Bipolar plates serve multiple functions in the 
operation environment of PEM fuel cells, and are therefore required to exhibit certain 
material properties. 
 
The primary functions of bipolar plates include [8, 13]: 
 the ability to conduct electrons to complete the circuit, including:   
 collecting and transporting electrons from the anode and cathode,  
 connecting individual fuel cells in series to form a fuel cell stack with required 
voltage (i.e. fuel cell are typically arranged in a bi-polar configurations); 
 providing a flow path for gas transport to distribute the gases over the entire 
electrode area uniformly; 
 separating oxidant and fuel gases and feeding H2 to the anode and O2 to the cathode, 
while removing product water; 
 providing mechanical strength and rigidity to support thin membrane and electrodes 
and clamping forces for the stack assembly; and 
 providing thermal conduction to help regulate fuel cell temperature and removing 
heat from the electrode to the cooling channels. 
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For an ideal bipolar plate, the required material properties are described in Table1.2.  
 
 
Table 1.2:  Material Property Requirements for an Ideal Bipolar Plate [1]  
 
Parameters Requirement 
Volume Conductivity > 10000 S/m 
Strength Able to withstand clamping pressure of 200 Psi 
Weight Maximum of 200 g per plate 
Volume 1 litre/kW/stack 
Cost < $0.0045/cm2
Current Density Decay < 10% per 5000 h. operation 




-7 mol/cm2 per 5000hr or 








1.3.2 Materials for Bipolar Plates 
There are a range of materials that could be used as materials for bipolar plates, which 
include: metals or metal alloys with or without coatings, graphite, carbon/polymer 
composites and carbon/carbon composites. Table 1.3 and Figure 1.3 generalize the 
existing materials suitable for bipolar plates [14].   
 
A number of options can be considered, including metal-based bipolar plate [15], 
carbon-filled polymers [16], and carbon/carbon composite [17].  Metal plates are often 
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coated with corrosion-resistant layers on the surface, while graphite plates are 
impregnated with a sealant treatment to lower the gas permeability.  In recent years, 
extensive research has been conducted for low cost, lightweight and high performance 
bipolar plates in order to replace high cost graphite bipolar plates. 
 
 
Table 1.3:  Possible PEM fuel cells bipolar plate materials [14]  
 
Types of Materials Properties 
Graphite 
-Impregnate with polymer 
-Highly conductive 
-Brittle and thick 
-High costs for machining flow path 
Metals or Metal Alloys 
-Stainless steel           - Al alloys 
-Ni-Cr alloy             -Ti steel 
-Highly conductive 
-Corrosion problem 
-High cost of machining flow path 
Composite Materials  
-Graphite/ Carbon composite 
-Carbon/carbon composite 
-Light and low cost 
-Low conductivity compare to graphite and metal 
plate 






Figure 1.4: Classification of materials for bipolar plates used in PEM fuel cells [10]  
 
 
1.3.2.1 Graphite Bipolar Plates 
The most popular bipolar plates used in PEM fuel cell are graphite plates. Graphite 
bipolar plates possess good electrical conductivity, excellent corrosion resistance, and a 
lower density than metal plates. The problems of graphite plates are their brittleness and 
lower density than metal plates. The problems of graphite plates are their brittleness and 
porous structure as well as the high cost.  The high cost of graphite bipolar plate is 
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associated with the machining of gas flow channels on the surface of plates and post 
processing such as resin impregnation to make the plate impermeable to the fuel and 
oxygen. 
 
Because of the brittleness of graphite, graphite plates should be a few millimeters thick in 
order to maintain sufficient mechanical strength for machining flow channels and 
stacking assembly.  Thus, the weight and volume of the graphite bipolar plate causes the 
fuel-cell stack to be heavy and of a large volume.  As a result of machining costs, 
graphite plates are too expensive (>US$10/plate) to be used in the automotive industry 
cost structures. However, graphite bipolar plates set the standard for conductivity and 
corrosion resistance with which to benchmark other materials.  
 
 
1.3.2.2 Metallic Bipolar Plates 
Pure metals and stainless steel [18, 19, 20], either with or without a protective and 
conductive coating, are being researched as possible bipolar plate materials. Use of 
metallic components has several advantages over the conventionally used graphite plates. 
Metallic materials include stainless steel, titanium, and aluminum. Stainless steel is 
considered the most promising material for bipolar plate [21] because it is a widely used 
commercial material with well understood properties.  
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Metallic bipolar plates offer good electrical and thermal conductivity, excellent 
mechanical properties, as well as negligible gas permeability.  However, one problem 
with metallic bipolar plates is the high machining cost for gas flow channels. New 
techniques such as continuous rolling or batch stamping have also been developed to 
facilitate the mass production of metallic bipolar plates, but these plates are still in the 
research stage. Also, the weight of metal plates is a disadvantage in transportation 
applications.  
 
Metallic bipolar plates also have corrosion problems because of the release of cations 
which can poison the electrode catalysts or the electrolyte, thus decreasing of cell 
performance. Metal plates are also prone to passivity, in that they form an oxide surface 
layer which leads to increasing contact resistance and an associated ohmic loss due to the 
extra resistance. The membrane electrolyte assembly (MEA) in PEM fuel cell is a strong 
acid, and the product water is ion free, and both of these factors lead to the leaching of 
cations from metals. 
 
High machining cost and corrosion problems affect the potential application of metallic 
bipolar plates in PEM fuel cells. In order to improve the corrosion resistance of metallic 
bipolar plates, surface treatments have become one of the key technologies in metallic 
bipolar plate development.  Surface treatments include coating with a conductive and 
corrosion-resistant layer (such as a titanium nitride layer) on the surface of metallic 
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bipolar plate [22].  Woodman [23] has developed electroplated aluminum plates to 
improve the corrosion problem of aluminum alloy.  Davies et. al. [24] studied coating on 
stainless steel and titanium for PEM fuel cells. They reported the coated film could 
effectively protect bipolar plates, although in this reference it was noted that there 
remains significant cation leaching, and the impact of this contamination on the MEA 
was not considered.  Wind et al. [25] had investigated the effects of coating materials on 
reducing metallic ions in membrane electrolyte assembly (MEA). Lee et. al. [26] studied 
different coating materials by a physical vapor deposition (PVD) process to analyze their 
corrosion resistance improvement. The corrosion rates of all materials were tested in a 
simulated fuel cell environment.  Results of the corrosion tests in this publication 
indicated that the coating materials had good corrosion resistance and were stable in the 
simulated fuel cell environment, although no lifetime durability testing was conducted.  
The results of the above researchers indicated that coating materials did affect the 
protection mechanism while demonstrating their effectiveness. However, it is very 
difficult and costly to perform surface treatment of metallic bipolar plates, and little 
durability evaluation has been conducted.  
 
 
1.3.2.3 Polymer -Carbon Composite Bipolar Plates 
To reduce the weight of a fuel cell, new materials for bipolar plates are necessary. 
Recently, polymer matrix composites have been investigated for use in the manufacture 
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of bipolar plates since polymer-carbon composites are less expensive and light in weight 
compare to the available materials such as steel, aluminum and graphite.  
 
Processability is also an important issue for the mass production of bipolar plates. 
Therefore, thermoplastic polymer–carbon composites are an interesting alternative to 
metal or graphite bipolar plates. Ideally, the composite plates should meet the following 
requirements [27]: 
 high electrical conductivity (DOE target of 100 S/cm [28]); 
 hydrogen permeability equal to or below the range of the permeability of the ionic 
conducting membrane; 
 good mechanical properties; 
 thermal stability at fuel cell working conditions (-40 to 120℃ for fuel cell  
driven vehicles); 
 low density; 
 chemical stability in the presence of fuel, oxidant and product water, which may  
be slightly acidic (corrosion < 16 μAcm-2); 
 corrosion resistant; 
 low permeability to fuel and oxidant (H2 permeability< 2*10-6 16 cm3/cm2 s); 
 low thermal expansion; 
 reproducibility, specifically able to have a reproducible flow path manufactured into 
the plate within engineering tolerances; 
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 easy finished to acceptable quality standards; and 
 recyclability, or simple end of life management of the material. 
 
With proper selection of the polymer matrix, the polymer carbon composite can provide 
chemical inertness and gas tightness.  Thermo-set and thermoplastic polymer resins can 
be selected as composites polymer matrix, and mixed with conductive fillers such as 
carbon black, carbon fibers, graphite, metal coated graphite or low melting metal alloys. 
Compression molding or injection molding is used to fabricate bipolar plates with gas 
flow channels on the surfaces, and the process methodology greatly reduces the cost of 
bipolar plates.  
 
As a promising alternative to fulfill these requirements for PEM bipolar plates, the 
development of carbon composites have been attempted.  Besmann et. al. [17] fabricated 
a plate by using carbon fibers bound with thermo-set phenolic resin.  Chemical vapor 
infiltration as an additional surface treatment was used to seal and remove porosity on the 
plate surface. Thermo-set conductive blends could be a promising alternative material for 
bipolar plates, since their thermal and chemical stability is matched by good mechanical 
strength and dimensional stability values.  Thermo-set polymers still do pose some 
challenges in a mass production, high material volume manufacturing environment.  
 
Additional advantages could be gained if thermoplastic resins can be used, as this would 
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enable the use of high-productivity, conventional molding processes such as injection 
molding or compression injection molding. Furthermore, the use of thermoplastic resins 
would provide recyclability and improved chemical stability over thermo-set composites.  
Graphite mixing with polymer matrix is another way to improve the conductivity of 
polymer carbon composites. Kuan [29] developed a novel composite bipolar plate for a 
polymer electrolyte fuel cell by a bulk-molding compound (BMC) process. The electrical 
resistance of the composite material decreases from 20,000 to 5.8 S/m when the graphite 
content increases from 60 to 80 wt%. Polymer mixes with higher loadings of graphite can 
lead to the higher conductivity of composites. 
 
Moreover, mixing a polymer matrix with multiple conductive fillers is another effective 
way to develop higher conductivity composites.  Mighri [30] developed highly 
conductive, lightweight, and low-cost bipolar plates for use in proton exchange 
membrane fuel cells. Injection and compression molding were applied to fabricate plates 
with carbon-filled polyphenylene sulfide (PPS).  Loadings up to 60 wt% in the form of 
graphite, conductive carbon black, and carbon fibers were investigated. A volume 
resistivity of around 0.06 Ohm-cm was attained with injection molded plates made of the 
PPS-based blend. 
 
A new high performance, low cost, heterogeneous composite bipolar plate [31] has been 
fabricated by Ming-San Lee et. al..  This new plate has its “ribs” made of flexible and 
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loose carbon fiber bunches while the rest of the plate is unfilled resin. This design shows 
many advantages: low contact resistance acquired under very low compression force; 
reduced stack weight and volume; full electrode utilization; high performance and low 
cost. 
 
Intrinsically conductive polymers have also been applied to develop highly conductive 
bipolar plates for PEM fuel cell.  For example, Zenite, a new liquid crystal polymer 
(LCP) resin material for electronic connectors from DuPont, promises suitable strength, 
toughness, and precision for electronic connectors and other molded components [32].   
 
DuPont™ Zenite® LCP liquid crystal polymer resin excels in all-around performance 
and molding productivity. The aim of choosing LCP resin is to replace ceramics, 
thermosets or PPS in order to downsize automotive parts, upgrade performance, 
accelerate production, reduce costs, and develop new markets [33].  The features of 
Zenite include high-temperature electrical/electronic assembly; design freedom; excellent 
chemical resistance, low mold shrinkage, low thermal expansion, super-fast cycling 
molding speed, excellent balance of stiffness, strength, and toughness.  Typical 
applications include a wide range of components such as electrical/electronics, lighting, 
telecommunications, auto ignition and fuel handling, aerospace, fiber optics, motors, 
imaging devices, sensors, ovenware, and fuel or gas barrier structures [32].  
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Wolf [34] developed an electrically conductive LCP-carbon composite with low carbon 
content for bipolar plate application in PEM fuel cells. Lightweight polymer-carbon 
composites with high specific electrical conductivity at carbon content below 40% were 
developed.  However, liquid crystal polymer resins are too expensive for the high 
volume applications in manufacturing of bipolar plates for automotive applications.  
 
Although thermoplastic polymer/carbon composite bipolar plates have advantages in that 
they can be mass produced, these materials have had great difficultly in meeting the 
resistance and thickness target, as well as mechanical properties, because most polymer 
resins intrinsically have very low electric conductivity, which then require a higher filler 
loading to meet with the desired conductivity target for bipolar plates (the minimum 
overall plate conductivity should be 10,000 S/m [28]).  In turn, higher filler loading 
within the polymer matrix will lead to poorer mechanical properties of bipolar plates.  
However, from the literature review, it is clear that achieving this level of conductivity 
with thermoplastic composites is a challenging task. In the following sections, detailed 
discussion will focus on polymer carbon composites, a promising alternative for bipolar 





1.3.3 Polymer-Carbon Composites 
Polymer carbon composites, or electrically conductive polymer composites (CPC), are 
obtained by blending an insulating polymer matrix with conductive fillers like carbon 
black, carbon fiber or metal particles. Whatever the nature of particles, current circulation 
is obtained through ‘percolation’ of the filler through the polymer resin, forming 
conductive pathways throughout the material. Bipolar plates made from polymer carbon 
composite are light in weight and have low gas permeability, and can reduce 
manufacturing cost by mass production.   
 
1.3.3.1 Percolation Threshold 
1.3.3.1.1 Concept of Percolation Threshold 
Most polymer resins are intrinsically insulating, and their conductivity values are 
approximately 10-14 ~ 10-17 S/cm.  The electrical conductivity of polymeric materials 
can be increased by the addition of conductive carbon fillers, such as carbon fibers, 
carbon black, and synthetic graphite. This practice, however, often results in poor 
mechanical properties of bipolar plates [35, 36, 37]. Compared to isotropic high-quality 
graphite plates, carbon-filled polymer composites have generally lower conductivity. 
Typical conductivity values for polymers, conductive fillers and metals are summarized 
in Table 1.4.  Compared to metals, polymers and carbon based polymer composites have 
much lower conductivity. When conductive carbon fillers (conductivity 102 ~ 105 S/m) 
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are mixed with polymers, the corresponding composite might have higher conductivity 
than that of pure, electrically insulating polymer matrix, but the conductivity of 
composites will depend on the shape, particle size, and properties of conductive fillers 
applied.  The dispersion of the particles and the formation of a continuous network of 
the conductive fill are also critical to conductivity.  
 
Table 1.4:  Typical conductive Values for different materials [38] 
Materials Conductivity (S/cm) 
Polymers 10-14 ~ 10-17




Many studies have been conducted with the intent of reducing the “percolation threshold” 
so that high material toughness and high conductivity can be achieved.  The concept of 
“percolation threshold” is explained by Matthew et. al. [38] in details. Matthew stated that 
the electrical conductivity of a composite is generally characterized by its dependence on 
the fill volume fraction. 
 
Figure 1.4 [38] shows the trend of the three main regions of a typical composite electrical 
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conductivity curve.  From Figure 1.4, at lower filler loadings, the conductivity of the 
composite is very close to that of electrically insulating pure polymer matrix. However, at 
some critical loading, the conductivity increases many orders of magnitude with very 




Figure 1.5:  Dependence of electrical conductivity on the filler volume fraction [38]  
 
 
After the region of significant increase, the conductivity of composite levels off and 
approaches to that of the filler material.  At the percolation threshold, enough filler has 
been added so that it begins to form a continuous conductive network through the 
composite.   
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1.3.3.1.2 Effect of Filler Properties on Percolation Threshold 
The properties of the fillers, which include type, size, shape, as well as orientation within 
the polymer matrix, play a significant role in determining the percolation threshold and 
the conductivity of the composite [38]. 
For example, carbon fibers and carbon black, the different shapes of carbon, have 
different inherent conductivities.  Their inherent conductivities typically control the 
upper bound of the conductivity curve shown in Figure 1.4.  In the region of higher filler 
loadings, the composite conductivity should level off to a value slightly lower than that of 
fillers.   
 
Different forms of carbon generally have different microstructures and, therefore, will 
affect electrical conductivity in different ways. For spherical particles, smaller particles 
have been reported to lower the percolation threshold [39]. For fillers with an aspect ratio 
(length/diameter) >1, carbon fiber for instance, a broader range of aspect ratios and larger 
aspect ratios have been shown to lower the percolation threshold [40, 41].  
 
The surface properties of filler and polymer also have a significant effect on composite 
conductivity [42]. Differences of surface energies between the filler and polymer indicate 
how well the polymer can wet the surface of the filler. The smaller of the differences 
between the two surface energy values, the better wetting of the filler by the polymer.  
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Better wetting effect means that larger amounts of the polymer coat the filler surface and 
that the filler has better and uniform dispersion within the composite.  
 
However, this increases the composite percolation threshold because larger amounts of 
filler are required before the particles come in contact with one another. This can also 
result in increased composite electrical conductivity once the percolation threshold is 
reached [39, 43].  
 
Matthew [38] studied the electrical conductivity of carbon-filled polymers by the addition 
of three single fillers to nylon 6, 6 and polycarbonate in increasing concentrations. The 
fillers chosen were carbon black, synthetic-graphite particles, and milled pitch-based 
carbon fibers. At the high filler volume fractions, the carbon black produced a composite 
conductivity of approximately 10-1 S/cm in both polycarbonate (6.9 vol %) and nylon (6.6 
vol %), and the percolation threshold for the carbon-black composite can be 
approximated to be at a volume fraction of 2.5 vol % for both polycarbonate and nylon.  
For synthetic graphite composite, the percolation threshold can be approximated to be 11 
vol % for both nylon and polycarbonate, and 9.0 vol % for pitch-based carbon fiber for 
both nylon 6,6 and polycarbonate-based composites. 
 
Although those studies were successful in reducing the percolation thresholds and in 
developing materials with resistivities sufficient for antistatic, electrostatic painting, and 
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electromagnetic interference shielding applications, these composites are not conductive 
enough for bipolar plate applications. Extensive research work was carried out to develop 
high conductivity polymer carbon composite by using different shape, size fillers. 
 
Blunk et al. [44] investigated the use of low loadings of high-aspect-ratio conductive 
particles such as carbon/graphite fibers, flakes and carbon black, an alignment process 
[45], and a conductive tie layer [46] to meet plate conductivity, thickness and toughness 
targets.  
 
Zou [47] studied the influences of different conductive graphite, resin, pressures and 
temperature on the properties of polymer/graphite composite bipolar plates for PEM fuel 
cell. Results show that the components of conductive filler and the type and content of 
resin have a larger effect on the composite properties than do the pressure and 
temperature. They found that bipolar plates using a mixture of natural graphite and 
electro-graphite as conductive filler are better than using a single component. The 
composite bipolar plates obtained have a conductivity of 300 S/m. 
 
Zhang [48] studied the effect of graphite particle size and shape on the bipolar plate 
performance. With decreasing of graphite particle size, bulk electrical conductivity and 
thermometric conductivity decreased, but flexural strength of bipolar plate was enhanced.  
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1.3.3.2 Polymer Matrix  
Thermoplastic resins such as Polypropylene (PP), PE, Poly (vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF), 
and thermosetting resins such as phenolics, epoxies and vinyl esters have been used in 
fabricating composite bipolar plates [10]. The polymer resin not only plays a matrix role 
in the bipolar plate fabrication process, but is also one of the main factors affecting 
bipolar plate performance, such as electrical conductivity and flexural strength. Other 
conductive polymer such as liquid crystalline polymer (LCP), poly (phylene sulfide) 
(PPS) can also be chosen as polymer matrix. 
 
1.3.3.3 Conductive Fillers  
Most composites bipolar plates have electrical conductivity which is far below the DOE 
target of 100 S/cm [28]. As outlined below, some research efforts have been made towards 
increasing the conductivity of bipolar plates by applying different conductive fillers. 
Fillers used for conductive composites include graphite/synthetic graphite, carbon black, 
carbon fiber, as well as carbon nano-tube or nano-carbon fiber.   
 
1.3.3.3.1 Carbon Black 
Carbon black filled thermoplastic composites are widely used as antistatic, electrostatic 
dissipative, and semi conductive materials. In these applications, moderate electrical 
resistivity in the range of 106 to 109 Ohm-cm is required.  
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Carbon black with high surface area can lead to electrical current percolation at lower 
concentrations and to form a conductive carbon network; however, the porous structure of 
carbon black can decrease mechanical properties of composites, hence, carbon black filler 
loading within a polymer matrix is limited [31]. 
 
The first large scale use of carbon black in polymer composites dates to the 1930s, when 
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) and PE (polyethylene) insulation shielding were first produced 
[49]. These compounds were typically loaded with 30% to 40% carbon black. Since then, 
development in the carbon black fabrication process has led to important changes in the 
carbon black primary size and in the manner that those particles are fused together to 
form aggregates. In polymer composites, this leads to the ability to achieve electrical 
percolation at lower concentrations. These developments have enabled the fabrication of 
composites with resistivity in the 1-10 Ohm-cm range that has found application in 
electromagnetic shielding.  Mighri [30] applied carbon black and graphite as conductive 
fillers, and PP/PPS as polymer matrix to develop high strength composite materials, and 
obtained resistivity in the range of 10-3-10-2 Ohm-cm. 
 
Since carbon black addition reduces processiblility and usually adds costs to the 
composite, numerous studies have aimed at reducing the percolation threshold. This can 
be achieved in polymer blends if the carbon black can be preferentially located in one of 
the continuous polymer phases or at polymer-blend interface in co-continuous polymer 
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blends. Initial work in this field was carried out on polyethylene/natural rubber blends. 
For the same carbon loading, it was observed that the resistivity of the polymer/rubber 
blends in the co-continuous, i.e., 30%-70%, composition range, was several orders of 
magnitude lower than that of the single polymer/carbon black composites [50]. 
 
1.3.3.3.2 Graphite 
Graphite based composite bipolar plates are made from a combination of graphite and a 
polymer resin with conventional polymer processing methods like compression molding 
or injection molding.  Natural, flake-shape graphite has better electrical performance 
than other kinds of graphite. As one of the commonly used conductive carbon fillers, 
graphite not only has good conductivity but is also helpful for improving processability 
due to its lubricating effect in the melt. 
  
Since most polymers are intrinsically insulating materials, excessive graphite fillers 
which are over 60 wt% have to be incorporated into the composite to meet the minimum 
requirement on electrical conductivities. It was reported that the typical conductivity 
values for polymer/graphite materials are 100 S/cm in the in-plane direction and 20 S/cm 
in the through-plane direction [28].  
 
Scholta [51] developed a novel low-cost graphite thermo-set composite bipolar plate, and 
test results concerning electrical conductivity, corrosion, chemical compatibility, gas 
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tightness, and mechanical strength showed that the investigated graphite composite 
appears to be a good choice for stable high performance PEM fuel cell bipolar plates.  
 
Huang [27] developed a potential method for economic fuel cell bipolar plates with high 
conductivity and mechanical properties from graphite filled wet-lay thermoplastic 
composite materials. Poly (phenylene sulfide) (PPS) was chosen as polymer matrix, and 
composite plates have in-plane conductivity of 200–300 S/cm, tensile strength of 57MPa, 
flexural strength of 96MPa and impact strength of 81 Jm−1. These values well exceed 
industrial as well as Department of Energy requirements and targets. 
 
As well as traditional graphites, a novel graphite product developed from Inco-Novame, 
nickel-coated graphite, combines the benefits of a low density graphite core with a highly 
conductive pure nickel outer layer, and can be incorporated into resins, such as silicone, 
to produce electrically conductive composites [52].  Compared to other more expensive 
fillers, silver coated fillers, for example, the overall performance of nickel-coated 
graphite in this application is very favorable. These materials can also be used in 
conductive sealants as well as plasma spray friction applications. Hence, nickel-coated 
graphite from Inco-Novamet was chosen as one of conductive fillers in this project, and 
compared with synthetic graphite to develop thermoplastic conductive composite for 
bipolar plates for PEM fuel cell.  
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1.3.3.3.3 Carbon Fibers 
Usually, carbon fibers are used for mixing with polymer for reinforcement to improve 
mechanical properties. Recently, extensive studies have focused on the effect of carbon 
fibers for developing conductive thermoplastic composites.  
 
It is known that carbon fibers or flakes with finite aspect ratios will be 1~3 orders of 
magnitude more conductive along their long axes [53] and will align preferentially in the 
direction of flow in most injection and compression molding operations due to 
flow-induced forces. 
 
Extensive studies have been performed on fiber orientation in injection and compression 
molding [54].  In injection molding, the fiber orientation is most affected by the shape of 
the mold cavity.   In a molded plate with a rib, the fibers near the rib base are aligned in 
the thickness direction. By selecting a plate geometry having an arrangement of grooves 
and lands, it is possible to get a significant amount of alignment between the top and 
bottom land regions of the plate, because in those regions the high conductivity is needed.  
 
Based on this concept, Blunk [45] investigated the use of low loadings of high aspect- 
ratio conductive particles such as carbon/graphite fibers, flakes, to meet plate 
conductivity, thickness, and toughness targets. Through controlled fiber orientation, the 
bipolar plate conductivity and toughness were increased.  
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Song [55] developed a short carbon fiber reinforced electrically conductive aromatic 
polydisulfide/expanded graphite nano-composite, which showed superior mechanical 
properties and good electrical conductivity, and can be used as electrically conductive 
materials to prepare the bipolar plates of PEM fuel cells. 
 
1.3.4 Bipolar Plate Conductivity Measurement 
Bipolar plate conductivity is one of most important properties of bipolar plate. In general, 
there are two methods to measure bipolar plate conductivity: one is in-plane conductivity, 
another is through-plane conductivity recommended by U.S. Fuel Cell Council [56]. 
However, very few research efforts focus on the development of conductivity 
measurement procedures and factors that can significantly affect the conductivity 
measurement results. This project also investigated the effect of different measurement 
method as well as sample dimensions, thickness, clamping pressure on conductivity of 
bipolar plate.  
 
1.3.4.1 Conductivity Measurement  
The resistance of a material with thickness T and surface area A can be calculated by Eqn. 
(1.4) 
R Material =ρz bulk T / A                               (1.4) 
 
Where RMaterial is the material’s electrical through-plane sheet resistance (ohm cm2) and ρz 
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bulk refers to the through-plane electrical resistivity (ohm-cm). From Eqn. (1.4), one can 
determine that thickness T and surface area A of the material affect the material 
through-plane resistance. However, among composites bipolar plate conductivity testing 
results, there are no detailed descriptions on the conductivity measurement procedures, 
especially on the information of test sample dimensions such as shape, thickness and 
surface area. Recently, Cunningham [57] described an apparatus for measuring 
through-plane conductivity and calibration methods. They found that some factors can 
affect measurement accuracy and reproducibility such as the method used to polish the 
copper electrodes as well as the contact between the electrodes and the sample. They 
pointed out that in standard experiments the measured resistance is caused not only by the 
resistance of sample (RMaterial) but also by the contact resistances of all interfaces in the 
measured system. Derived equations to calculate the measured resistance of testing 
system are as follows:  
 
RMeas =VMeas / IMeas = RMaterial + RSystem                  (1.5) 
  RSystem =RInst + RInterfaces                              (1.6) 
 
Combine Eqn. (1.5) and (1.6),  
 
       RMeas =RMaterial + RInst + RInterfaces                     (1.7) 
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where VMeas and IMeas refer to the measured voltage and current, respectively, RInst is the 
systematic error caused by the instruments and RInterfaces includes all the interfacial 
resistances and the intrinsic resistances of carbon cloth or gold plates. However, most 
research efforts use Eqn. (1.8) [58] to calculate the bulk resistance of the measured 
material (RPlate): 
RPlate = VMeas APlate / IMeas                           (1.8) 
 
As Cunningham [57] pointed out, it is impossible to distinguish the resistance caused by 
the system from the bulk resistance of the measured material. Mishra and Yang [59] found 
that the electrical contact resistance between gas diffusion layers and bipolar plate flow 
channel is one of the important factors contributing to the operational voltage drop in 
PEM fuel cells. The measured contact resistances are reported over a range of clamping 
pressure for various paper-based and cloth-based gas diffusion layers.  
 
1.3.4.2 Factors Affect Conductivity Measurement 
The potential factors that could affect bipolar plate conductivity measurement include 
sample dimensions, thickness, surface area over thickness, clamping pressure and testing 
method.   
In this work, it was also found that interfacial contact resistances such as interfacial 
resistance between bipolar plates and the gas diffusion layer may have a more significant 
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effect on measured resistance. As the range of materials used for bi-polar plate broadens, 
there is a need to understand the contributions that come from various phenomena. For 
example, thermoplastic polymers are often injection molded, and as a result there will 
likely be filler orientation, especially if fibers are used, which will lead to non-uniform 
conductivity properties.  Other issues, such as distribution may increase contact 
resistance if the conductive filler does not fully disperse to the surface. Different bi-polar 
plate materials and fuel cell flow path geometries may perform differently if the gas 
diffusion layer materials (GDL) are changed. 
 
This work investigated the effect of sample thickness (T) and surface area (S) on 
resistance of bipolar plates, and special attention was devoted to reduce all interfacial 
contact resistances. The effect of loading pressure applied in the test system also was 
investigated in this research. 
 
1.4 Costs Analysis of Bipolar plate  
The PEM fuel cell is the most suitable fuel cell technology for transportation applications 
due to its low operating temperature, quick response time, CO2 tolerance by the 
electrolyte and a combination of high power density and high energy conversion 
efficiency [60]. However, significant barriers are present before this fuel cell technology 
can be fully embraced for automotive applications. One of the major barriers is the high 
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cost of PEM fuel cells estimated at about $200 kW-1 [5].  In order to become 
economically competitive over the internal combustion engine, the cost of PEM fuel cell 
needs to be reduced to $25 kW-1 [5, 17].  A recent technical cost analysis [5] indicates that 
the cost for platinum electrode accounts for about 50% of the PEM fuel cell cost, whereas 
the bipolar plates rank second or third in the cost, depending on the model used to 
estimate the cost. Thus, widespread applications of PEM fuel cells rely heavily on the 
breakthrough in the cost reduction of both electrodes and bipolar plates.  
  
Cost reduction is expected through the application of high volume manufacturing 
processes or high efficiency materials. The cost of bipolar plates represents a significant 
part of overall manufacturing cost, and is targeted to cost 29% ($10 kW-1) of the fuel cell 
stack cost. 
  
For the cost evaluation of bipolar plate, the Alternative Fuel Economics Laboratory 
(AFEL) used cost models developed at the Materials Systems Laboratory at MIT to 
evaluate the designs outlined in the reports by Direct Technologies Inc. (DTI) and the 
Authur D. Little (ADL) model which was prepared for US department of Energy 
Transportation Fuel Cell program in 2000.  The assumptions for an injection mold 
composite bipolar plates are as follows [5]:  
 production is 500,000 units per year, and product life is 5 years;  
 the material is a high purity graphite composite at a material cost of $4.65 kg-1; 
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and,  
 there is no sensitivity to changes in assumptions for the processing parameters 
such as die temperature, heat capacity, and others.  
 
The results show that material cost has the largest effect in reducing the cost from $25 to 
$16.85 kW-1 for a 19% decrease in material cost.  Even the best case, 7.5s cycle time 
and materials price is $4.00 kg-1, the cost of cell is $15.34 kW-1, which is still far from the 
goal of $10 kW-1.  The total cost of a bipolar plate cell shows that material cost of 
bipolar plate is dominant at about 60% for the DTI design and about 75% for the ADL 
design. For the cost goal of $10 kW-1, the cost of material needs to be reduced through a 
reduction in material unit cost or through a reduction of the amount of material used. This 
can be accomplished through design changes, but new materials are also needed.  
 
The bipolar plates could be thinner, or the area of plate could be reduced, which would 
require an increase in current density from the electrode. From the results of reduction of 
thickness or area of plate, it can be seen that reducing the thickness is the only strategy 





Chapter 2:   Experimental 
 
2.1 Experimental Overview 
The main objective of this research was to develop highly conductive, lightweight, and 
low cost thermoplastic composite bipolar plates.  The experimental procedures used in 
this work are documented in the section below, and these procedures have evolved from 
previous work conducted in this field. 
  
Composites were fabricated with polymer matrix Polypropylene (PP) mixed with 
different conductive fillers such as Vulcan Carbon Black (VCB), Carbon Fiber (CF) and 
Synthetic Graphite (SG).  The processing procedures included design of experiment 
(DOE) sample design process, compounding through a twin-screw extruder or batch 
mixer, bipolar plates prototyping via injection or compression molding, and then 
followed by bipolar plate properties testing, which included investigations of conductivity, 
mechanical properties, density, microscopy and in-situ properties in a fuel cell.  
 
There are two principal differences in methodology used in this study compared to 
previous studies in this lab. Specifically, different conductive fillers were used (instead of 
acetylene carbon black, synthetic graphite and nickel coated graphite was used in this 
project).   Also, composite compounding was conducted via a batch mixer instead of a 
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twin-screw extruder in order to reduce breakage of carbon fibers. The detailed 
information with respect to the experimental program is discussed in the following 
section. 
 
2.2 Experimental Apparatus 
Experimental apparatus used in this project included a batch mixer, injection molding 
machine, hot press molding, and properties testing apparatus such as, TGA, SEM, 
Mini-mat tensile tester and a fuel cell stack testing station. The specific models for 
experimental apparatus are detailed in Table 2.1.  
 
Table 2.1:  Experimental Apparatus Model 
Apparatus Model 
Batch Mixer Haake Batch Mixer 
Injection Molding Machine Polymer Technology Inc Engel 85 Ton Injection Molder 
Hot-pressing Carver hydraulic press 
Grinder Allen Bradley Co. 
TGA TA SDT 2960 Simultaneous DTA-TGA 
SEM LEO1530 field emission SEM with a Gemini column 
Mini-Mat Rheometric Scientific Mini-Mat 
Fuel Cell Testing Station University of Waterloo custom built test Station 
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The reasons for the selection of these apparatus are discussed in detail as follows: 
 
1. Batch Mixer:  
The batch mixer was used for composites compounding. The advantage of choosing a 
batch mixer is that it allowed for mixing a small amount of composite up to 220 g.  
Since the first step was to identify the better composites with a certain weight percent of 
conductive fillers and polymer, smaller samples were needed. Using the batch mixer to 
compound different composites reduced material waste and the sample preparation. 
Another reason for use of the batch mixer is that there was a concern with respect to 
carbon fiber breakage in the course of compounding via twin-screw extruder. During 
batch mixer compounding, the temperature of chamber, rotor speed and torque of 
composite can be closely monitored, and an operator can also more closely control the 




A grinder was used to mill composites fabricated in the batch mixer. With different sieve 
sizes, composites could be milled to the desired size and then used for sample prototyping 
via injection molding or compression molding. However, using of a grinder might lead to 
the breakage of carbon fibers in composite, and it is suggested to further study in the 
future.  
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3. Hot Press: 
A Carver hydraulic press with heated plates was used for various functions in this work.  
First, it was used for compression molding bipolar plates with the desired temperature 
and pressure. Those bipolar plates then were tested for conductivity to identify the 
composites with higher conductivity through the batch mixer to prepare more specific 
composites for injection molding of bipolar plates. Second, Carver hydraulic press was 
also used for bipolar plate conductivity measurement, which is one of the most important 
properties of bipolar plates.  A description of bipolar plate conductivity measurement 
procedures can be found later in this section.  
 
4. Injection Molding Machine: 
In this project, all injection molded bipolar plates (blanks and plates) were fabricated at 
Polymer Technology Inc. using an Engel 85 Ton Injection Molder. Composite materials 
selected for injection molding were chosen based on the compression molding results for 
those materials that produced plates with higher conductivity.  One objective of this 
research was to reduce the cost of bipolar plates by mass production, and injection 
molding is an effective way to fulfill this target. 
 
5. Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA): 
Thermal gravimetric analysis was performed on a “TA SDT 2960 Simultaneous 
DTA-TGA”. TGA was used to identify the actual wt% of carbon black within the 
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VCB/PP master batch. The powdery carbon black chosen has very fine particles which 
significantly increase the processing difficulties in compounding. Preparation of a master 
batch of CB/PP was necessary to simplify composite processing and decrease the 
associated required clean-up of the equipment.  With TGA, the actual wt% of carbon 
black in master batch could be identified, and thus it became easier to make composites 
with the desired filler ratio and weight concentration based on carbon black concentration 
of the master batch.  
 
6. SEM: 
The samples were freeze-fractured in order to observe the interior material morphology. 
This involved taking a small bar of a sample and submerging it in liquid nitrogen. Once 
frozen, the sample was broken in half while still submerged or immediately on removal. 
At this point, one of the halves was chosen for mounting. Samples of the composite 
materials were fixed to an aluminum stub with double sided tape or conductive adhesive.  
The presence of conductive paths from the material of interest to the aluminum stub is 
important to prevent charging. 
 
7. Rheometric Scientific Mini-Mat Tensile Tester: 
In addition to acquiring higher conductivity, materials for bipolar plates also require 
sufficient mechanical strength in the PEM fuel cell environment. The Mini-mat tensile 
material tester was used to testing mechanical properties including tensile strength, 
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tensile modulus, yield strength, flexural modulus and compression modulus.  
 
8. Single Cell Tests Apparatus: 
A fuel cell test station is an essential apparatus for testing of on fuel cell materials. The 
test station is where materials can be tested and fuel cell performance monitored. As 
Figure 2.1 shows, the test station consists of many different parts.  For this work, the test 
station constructed for an earlier work was used [61]. The reactant gases first flow through 
Omega flow meters and pressure transducers before entering the reactant stream 
hydrators. PERMA PURE hydrators were used in this system. The photograph and 
schematic diagram of fuel cell test station used in this work are shown in Figure 2.1 (A) 
and (B), respectively. 
 
 





























Figure 2.1:  A) Photograph and B) Schematic diagram of the fuel cell test station 
used in this work. (SV: Solenoid Valve, PV: Plug Valve, CV: Check Valve, 
PT: Pressure Transducer, CFM: Cathode Flow Meter, AFM: Anode Flow 
Meter, TC: Thermo Couple, V: Voltage Signal, I: Current Signal, CMFC: 
Cathode Mass Flow Controller, AMFC: Anode Mass Flow Controller, 
CKD: Cathode Knockout Drum, AKD: Anode Knockout Drum) [61]   
 
 
Once hydrated, the gas streams flow into the fuel cell. The cell itself was kept in an oven 
in order to maintain the cell temperature at 80°C. The anode and cathode current 
collectors were connected to an external load via load cables. The cell voltage is also 
measured at the current collectors with voltage taps. A shunt in series with the load allows 
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for current measurements.  
 
Once gases leave the fuel cell carrying the water generated at the cathode, they enter 
knockout drums. These drums help condense water from the gas streams. This is done to 
prevent water from entering the mass flow controllers (MFCs) which are found 
downstream from the knockout drums. Each of the knockout drums has a valve to allow 
the operator to empty the drums of water. The mass flow controllers measure the outlet 
flow rates of the gases as well as provide the operator with the ability to control 
backpressure and flow through the system. Once the gases leave the MFCs, they are 
vented out in a fume hood.  
 
A data acquisition system monitors temperature, gas flow rates, pressure, voltage, and 
current and calculated values such as power and efficiency are determined by a computer 
running a LabView program. This program is also capable of automatically recording 
data at any desired time interval [61].  
 
2.3 Experimental Materials 
The materials selected for thermoplastic composite development include polymer matrix 
and conductive fillers. The detailed information about polymer matrix and fillers is 
discussed as follows. 
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2.3.1 Polymer Matrix 
The polymer matrix chosen was an Equistar polypropylene copolymer Petrothene 
36KK01, which has a melt flow index (MFI) of 7 and is manufactured for medium 
impact strength. Preliminary resin selection was based on industry recommendations and 
availability. This resin offers medium impact strength and suitable for thermoplastic 
composites.  Table 2.2 illustrates the information about the virgin resin PP, and the 
specification sheet can be found in Appendix 1.  
 
Table 2.2:  Properties of Petrothene PP36KK01 Polypropylene [62, 63]  
Property Nominal Value Units 
Melt Flow Rate 70 g/10 mins 
Tensile Strength @yield 3200 (22.0) Psi (MPa) 
Elongation @ Yield 6  % 
Flexural Modulus 160,000 (1100) Psi (MPa) 
Rockwell Hardness 78 R 
Specific Gravity 0.89-0.91 g/cm3
 
 
2.3.2 Conductive Fillers 
The conductive fillers were used in conjunction with Petrothene 36KK01 to develop 
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electrically conductive composites. Vulcan carbon blacks, carbon fibers, three types of 
synthetic graphite and two types of Ni-coated graphite were investigated in this study.  
The main properties of those fillers are presented in Table 2.3 [64~67], and the 
specification sheets can be found in Appendix 2 - 4.  
 
Table 2.3: Properties of Carbon Black, Carbon Fiber and Graphite Grades [64, 65, 66, 
67] 
Fillers Reference Name Particle or Fiber Diameter 
N2 Surface 
Area (m2/g) Supplier 
Carbon 
Black 








7 microns / Fortafil Fibers 
GR-1 4012 60*325 mesh (44*250 microns) 1.5 
GR-2 4955 20*100 mesh (149*840 microns) 1.7 Graphite 
GR-3 4956 60*325 mesh (44*250 microns) 2.53 
ASBURY 
Carbons 
NCG-1 60% Ni 100*250 mesh (58*149 microns) / Ni-coated 
Graphite 




Carbon black grade, Vulcan XC-72 (VCB) was supplied by Cabot Corporation. The main 
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carbon black characteristics in terms of processability and conductivity are the specific 
surface area, surface chemistry, and wetting properties. 
 
Because of this material’s high surface area, which increases with particle porosity, more 
porous carbon blacks should produce more conductive blends [30]. The physical and 
chemical properties of Vulcan carbon black are generalized in Table 2.4, and the 
specification sheet can be found in Appendix 2.  
 
 
Table 2.4:  Properties of Cabot VulcanXC72 Carbon Black [64] 
 
Appearance Black pellets, powdery  
Odor None 
Density 1.7 -1.9 g/cm3 @ 20℃ 
Bulk Density 20-550 kg/m3
Mean Particle Size 30 nm 
 
The carbon fiber used in this study was supplied by Fortafil Carbons, and specification 
sheets can be found in Appendix 3.  It was anticipated that fibers will provide an ideal 
path for electron transport through the material. The carbon fiber selected for this study 
was Fortafil 243 chopped carbon fiber with 3-micron in length and aspect ratio of 
approximately 460. The properties of Fortafil 243 carbon fiber are generalized in Table 
2.5. 
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Table 2.5:  Properties of Fortafil 243 Chopped Carbon Fiber [65]  
Specifications SI 
Tensile Strength >3450 MPa 
Tensile Modulus >207 GPa 
Ultimate Elongation 1.7% 
Density 1.8 g/cm3
Cross-sectional Area/Filament 3.3 * 10-5 mm2
Filament Diameter 6 microns 
Electrical Resistivity 1.67 mOhm-cm 
Fiber length 3 mm 
 
 
Three types of synthetic graphite were supplied from Asbury with different size, and two 
kinds of nickel-coated graphite selected in this study were supplied from Inco-Novamet 
with 60% and 75% nickel by weight.   
 
The properties of Asbury synthetic graphite and Inco-Novamet nickel-coated graphite are 
generalized in Table 2.6 and 2.7 respectively.  Specification sheets for these materials 









Resistively Typical Surface Area Brand Name (m2/gram) Size (min) (Ohm-cm) 
4012 (SG-1) 99 60*325 mesh 1.5 0.03 
4955 (SG-2) 99 20*100 mesh 1.7 0.016 
4956 (SG-3) 99 60*325 mesh 2.53 0.022 
 
 
Table 2.7:  Properties of Inco-Novemet Nickel-coated Synthetic Graphite [67]  
Nickel Coated  
Graphite (NCG) 





60%  100*250 mesh  1.4 to 1.5  
75%  200*325 mesh 1.7 to 1.9  
 
 
2.3.3 Gas Diffusion Layer 
The gas diffusion layer is used to: reduce contact resistance between the bipolar plate and 
the gold plate in conductive measurement of bipolar plates; collect the current from the 
electrode; and distribute the reactants over the area of the electrode. The chosen GDL for 
bipolar plate conductivity measurement was provided by Ballard Material Products Inc., 
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and has the trade name AvCarbTM 1071. AvCarbTM 1071 is recommended to be used for 
PEM fuel cells [68], and has a thickness of 280~432 microns.  For the single fuel cell 
performance testing, the gas diffusion layer is supplied from SGL Carbon Group, and has 
the trade name SIGRACET Gas Diffusion Media GDL 10 BA, with a thickness of 400 
microns. Specification sheets can be found in Appendix 6.  
 
2.4 Sample Fabrication 
2.4.1 Compounding 
The composites were fabricated by mixing the conductive fillers and polymer resin 
received from suppliers. The specific sample fabrication processing flow chart is 
illustrated in Figure 2.2.  The processing procedures include the material selection, 
compounding, compression or injection molding, and sample properties testing.  For 
carbon black, Vulcan XC-72, which is a very fine particle, the first processing step was to 
make carbon black and Polypropylene VCB/PP master batch in the Haake Batch Mixer. 
The photographs of the Haake Batch Mixer are illustrated in Figure 2.3. The rational for 
the production of a master batch is to simplify the composite compounding process and 
reduce the pollution of lab equipment. Following a TGA analysis to identify the weight 
percent (wt%) of carbon black in master batch, other conductive fillers were added to the 
mater batch with certain ratio and concentration to make desired composites, followed by 
compression molding or injection molding of bipolar plates (or flat ‘blank’ plate from 
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Figure 2.2:  Flow chart of bipolar plate fabrication processing 
 
Batch mixer compounding for PP-based blends was carried out at 210℃ in a 60-cm3 
Haake Batch Mixer. The rotation speed was 80 rpm and the mixing time was 15 min, 
including approximately 3 minutes for fillers loading. The PP resin or VCB/PP master 
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batch was first loaded into the chamber of the Haake Batch Mixer, then other carbon 






Figure 2.3:  Photographs of Haake Batch Mixer 
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2.4.2 Compression Molding of Bipolar Plates 
Sample bipolar plates were fabricated with conductive composite granules via 
hot-pressing with temperature of 232°C - 243°C and compression forces up to 3000 Psi.  
The mold dimensions for making sample bipolar plates was 100.0 mm x 100.0 mm x 3.10 
mm. 
 
2.4.3 Injection Molding of Bipolar Plates 
Injection molding of PP-based bipolar plates was performed using an Engel 85-ton 
injection molding machine at Polymer Technologies. The injection gate was positioned 
on the mold partition line to minimize the flow channel length. The PP-based blends were 
injected at 240°C in an oil-heated mold maintained at 120°C. Figure 2.4 shows the Engel 
85-ton injection molding machine.  
 
 
Figure 2.4:  Photograph of Engel 85-ton injection molding machine 
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2.5 Design of Experiment 
The software used for design of experiment was Stat Ease’s DESIGN EXPERT 6.0 
software package [69], which allows for 2 or 3 factors prediction and evaluates synergetic 
effects of multiple fillers with maximum 50 wt% filler content. The fillers chosen were 
two kinds of graphite, synthetic graphite (Asbury) and Nickel-coated graphite 
(Inco-Novemet), Vulcan carbon black and carbon fiber. The specific filler ratio and 
weight percent of PP or fillers for different composites is generalized in Table 2.8, and 
specification sheets can be found in Appendix 8.  
 
Table 2.8:  Design of Experiment for various composite blends composites 
Percent of Fillers    (wt %) 




Carbon Fiber PP 
1 0 0 20 80 
2 0 0 35 65 
3 0 0 50 50 
4 0 20 0 80 
5 0 50 0 50 
6 20 0 0 80 
7 50 0 0 50 
8 0 25 25 50 
9 25 0 25 50 
10 25 25 0 50 
11 5.83 30.83 5.83 57.5 
12 5.83 30.83 5.83 57.5 
13 11.67 11.67 11.67 65 
14 11.67 11.67 11.67 65 
15 30.83 5.83 5.83 57.5 
16 30.83 5.83 5.83 57.5 
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The objective of this experimental design was to compare the conductivity of different 
composites and to develop blends suitable for bipolar plates used for PEM fuel cell. 
 
 
2.6 Testing Procedures and Analysis      
2.6.1 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
Thermal gravimetric analysis was performed on a “TA SDT 2960 Simultaneous 
DTA-TGA”. The method equilibrated at 75°C and increased at a rate of 20°C /min up to 
1000°C in 5% oxygen and 95% helium environment. Data was collected at a rate of 10°C 
/min.  
 
2.6.2 Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM) 
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) was a LEO1530 field emission SEM with a 
Gemini column. Images were produced at 5 kV ranging from 100 X to 10000 X 
magnification.  
 
The samples were freeze fractured using liquid nitrogen. The samples were freeze 
fractured in order to observe the interior material morphology. This involved taking a 
small bar of a sample and submerging it in liquid nitrogen. Once frozen, the sample was 
broken in half while still submerged or immediately on removal. At this point, one of the 
halves was chosen for mounting. Samples of the composite materials were fixed to an 
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aluminum stub with double sided tape or conductive adhesive.  The presence of 
conductive paths from the material of interest to the aluminum stub is important to 
prevent charging.  The detailed procedure for freeze fracturing can be found in 
Appendix 9. 
 
2.6.3 Density Testing 
The density of each sample was determined using an analytical balance and water 
displacement technique according to the ASTM D792 test procedures. 
 
2.6.4 Current-Voltage (I-V) Performance Test 
Conductive bipolar plates were also tested in a single fuel cell to evaluate the 
performance.  Figure 2.5 shows the photograph of the actual assembled single cell fuel 
cell used in this study.  
 
The dimensions of the composite bipolar plate and graphite bipolar plate were both 60.0 
mm* 60.0 mm with an active area of 13.6 mm2.  The bipolar plates chosen for single 
fuel cell performance testing are 50%, 55% and 60% 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CB composites. 
For 50% and 55% composites, their single cell performances were compared with the 




Figure 2.5: Photograph of the actual assembled single cell fuel cell used in this study 
 
 
Bipolar plates were prepared via hot-pressing compression molding. The specific 
procedures for sample prototyping and the picture of the mold can be found in Appendix 
10 and 11.  
 
The membrane electrolyte assembly (MEA) was purchased from Ion Power.  The fuel 
was wet hydrogen gas and dry oxygen gas. The flow rate of hydrogen/oxygen gas was 0.5 
L/min. When the cell temperature reached 70 ℃, the current-voltage (I-V) polarization 
curves were recorded. 
 
Safety is of the utmost importance when operating the fuel cell. The most significant risks 
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are hydrogen leaks or direct mixing of the hydrogen and oxygen reactant streams. The 
test station also has two safety alarms to alert the operator to hydrogen leaks.  Details of 
the safety procedures and equipment start-up procedures can be found in an earlier work 
[61]. 
 
2.6.5 Mechanical Properties Testing 
Mechanical properties including tensile, flexural, and compressive modulus were tested 
using a Rheometric Scientific Mini-Mat tensile tester.  
 
Flexural mechanical characterization was carried out at room temperature according to 
ASTM D-3039/D3030M-00 “Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of Polymer 
Matrix Composites Materials”, ASTM D-5934 “Standard Test Method for Determination 
of Modulus of elasticity for Rigid and Semi-Rigid Plastic Specimens by Controlled Rate 
of loading Using Three-Point Bending”; ASTM D-3410/D-3410M-03 “ Standard Test 
Method for Compressive Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials with 
Unsupported Gage Section by Shear Loading”, respectively.  Small deviations such as 
testing speed exist as appropriate for the material and sample size. Sample thickness was 
3.0 mm, width was 5.0mm and length was 12 mm. Reported measurements were the 
average values obtained from five specimens.  
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2.6.6 Electrical Conductivity Testing Methods 
2.6.6.1 Conductivity Testing Methods 
Bipolar plate conductivity was measured by two different techniques.  The first 
technique (Method 1) used ASTM D-991 “Volume Resistively of Electrically Conductive 
and Antistatic Products” to measure the in-plane conductivity of samples, and Equation 
2.1 was used to calculate the conductivity: 
 
I * L
EC =                           
V * W * T* k
              (2.1)                       
 
Where:   EC = Electrical conductivity (in S/m) 
V  = Voltage drop (volts) 
I   = Current (Amps) 
W  = Sample width (mm) 
T  = Sample thickness (mm) 
L  = Distance between 2 probes (26mm) 
k  = 0.001 
 
 
Figure 2.6 (a) and (b) illustrates the diagram and photo of the test apparatus for in-plane 
conductivity measurement.  In Figure 2.6 (a), label C represents the test specimen, and 
labels D and E refer to the current and voltage electrodes, respectively. Figure 2.6 (b) is 
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the photo of in-plane conductivity measurement apparatus. Figure 2.7 illustrates the 









  Figure 2.6: (a) Diagram of ASTM D-991 Conductivity Apparatus and (b) 














Figure 2.7:  Diagram of in-plane conductivity measurement circuit 
 
 
The second conductivity technique (method 2) was developed from the US Fuel Cell 
Council’s recommended guidelines [56]. A photograph and two schematics of the 
experimental setup are shown in Figure 2.8 (a), (b) and (c), respectively.  
 
The resistance measurement system includes a CARVER hydraulic press for providing a 
series of prescribed clamping pressures, a power source, and a dual input high precision 
digital multi-meter for capturing the electrical voltage and current.  
 
Two pieces of gas diffusion layers are placed on either side of the sample, and the 
assembly was placed between two gold-nickel-copper plates. To insulate the electric 
circuit from the press, two polymeric insulation plates were placed between the plates of 
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the press and the gold plates. A clamping pressure up to 10000 lbs-force was applied and 
both voltage and current were independently monitored on both electrodes to calculate 
the total resistance. 
 
The conductivity circuit, represented by Figure 2.8 (b), was used to calculate the volume 
conductivity using Equation 2.2. 
 
 
I * L * 1000
EC = 
V * W * T
 
                                                      (2.2)    
 
Where:   EC  = Electrical conductivity (in S/m) 
V   = Voltage drop (volts) 
I    = Current (Amps) 
W   = Sample width (mm) 
T   = Sample thickness (mm) 




























Figure 2.8:  (a) Photograph and (b) Schematic diagram of bipolar plate resistance 
measurement apparatus (c) Schematic diagram of bipolar plate 
resistance measurement set up 
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2.6.6.2 Sample Dimensional Effects on Conductivity Measurement 
In this research, the sample dimensional effects on bipolar plate conductivity were 
investigated. The specific experimental procedures are described as follows:  A sample 
bipolar plate was fabricated with conductive composite pellets by hot-pressing at 
temperature of 232°C -243°C and compression forces up to 2000 Psi. The dimensions of 
three different molds used for making sample plates are as follows:  
  
  #1    100.0 mm x 100.0 mm x 3.10 mm 
#2    59.5 mm x 24.3 mm x 5.95 mm 
#3    70.0 mm x 28.0 mm x 1.76 mm 
In order to determine the effect of surface area on bipolar plate resistance, the sample 
plates made by mold #1 was cut into three pieces with varied surface areas.  The specific 
dimensions of those three pieces were:  
 
 #1a   100.0 mm x 49.0 mm x 3.10 mm 
#1b   61.0 mm x 51.0 mm x 3.10 mm 
#1c   51.0 mm x 38.0 mm x 3.10 mm 
 
The sample plates made by mold #2 and #3 were used to determine the effect of surface 
area/thickness (S/T) and thickness independently on the resistance of the bipolar plate 
(Rplate). 
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Chapter 3:   Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Polymer Blend Development - Design of Experiment 
3.1.1 Synergetic Effect of Conductive Fillers 
One of the basic concepts of this project was to demonstrate synergetic effects of 
different filler sizes and shapes.  In order to compare effects of fillers on composite 
conductivity, Stat Ease’s DESIGN EXPERT 6.0 software package was applied to predict 
the effect of 2 or 3 factors amongst different filler types, and to evaluate synergetic effects 
of multiple fillers on composite conductivity. Figure 3.1 illustrates through-plane 





































Figure 3.1:  Through-plane conductivity of composite series from DOE 
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Table 3.1:  Through-plane Conductivity of Composites from DOE 
PP-based Composites # of Sample (Filler ratio and wt %) 
Conductivity 
(S/m) 
1 CF/PP   20:80 0.0066 
2 CF/PP   35:65 0.0097 
3 CF/PP   50:50 0.7417 
4 NCG/PP   20:80 0.0001 
5 NCG/PP   50:50 0.0001 
6 SG/PP   20:80 0.1418 
7 SG/PP   50:50 0.5343 
8 SG/CF/PP    25:25:50 0.8096 
9 NCG/CF/PP  25:25:50 0.5989 
10 NCG/VCB/PP  25:25:50 23.9872 
11 SG/VCB/PP  25:25:50 21.4920 
12 CF/VCB/PP   25:25:50 38.5894 
13 VCB/PP   20:80 3.5714 
14 VCB/PP  50:50 52.3269 
15 SG/VCB/CF/PP  5.83:30.83:5.83 27.6244 
16 SG/VCB/CF/PP  5.83:30.83:5.83 32.0102 
17 SG/VCB/CF/PP  30.83:5.83:5.83 2.9388 
18 SG/VCB/CF/PP  30.83:5.83:5.83 2.3854 
19 SG/VCB/CF/PP    1:1:1 1.3808 
20 SG/VCB/CF/PP    1:1:1 1.4936 
21 NCG/VCB/CF/PP  5.83:30.83:5.83 18.6538 
22 NCG/VCB/CF/PP  5.83:30.83:5.83 22.2692 
23 NCG/VCB/CF/PP  30.83:5.83:5.83 0.2419 
24 NCG/VCB/CF/PP  30.83:5.83:5.83 0.2866 
25 NCG/VCB/CF/PP    1:1:1 0.9433 
26 NCG/VCB/CF/PP    1:1:1 0.9251 
 
Note:   PP---Polypropylene  
           VCB---Vulcan Carbon Black         SG---Synthetic Graphite 
           CF---Carbon Fiber                 NCG---Nickel-coated Graphite 
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Table 3.1 shows PP-based composites with varied filler ratio and concentration (wt %) as 
well as corresponding conductivities. Of note is that for blends with 3 fillers, each sample 
was replicated to check the reliability of testing results. 
 
From Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1, as expected, carbon black concentration exhibits 
significant effect on blends conductivity, which means that the conductivities of different 
composites were increased as a function of carbon black concentration.  For single filler 
blends, the conductivity of the 50% carbon black blend was significantly higher than that 
of the blend with 20% carbon black loading. For 2-filler composites, blends with carbon 
black show higher conductivity than those without carbon black. 
  
One of the goals in this project was to investigate the synergistic effects among Vulcan 
Carbon Black (VCB), Carbon fiber (CF) and Synthetic Graphite (SG) or Nickel-coated 
Graphite (NCG).  However, 3-filler based blends with varied filler ratios exhibit 
different conductivity. With the fixed filler loading, the conductivity of 3-filler blends 
with lower carbon black concentration was greatly less than those with the higher carbon 
black loading. For example, PP-based blend with a filler ratio of 5.83:30.83:5.83 
SG/VCB/CF has a conductivity of 32.0 S/m, however, the conductivity of the blend with 
a filler ratio of 30.83:5.83:5.83 SG/VCB/CF was only 2.38 S/m.  For composites with a 
ratio of 1:1:1 SG/VCB/CF, the conductivity was lower than other ratios of 3-filler blends, 




From the point of view of composite formulation, the main challenge was to keep blends 
with a low enough viscosity to enable successful processing while ensuring that there 
were sufficient conductive particles to provide good electrical conductivity. This is an 
engineering ‘trade-off’, as increasing fill content will improve conductivity while 
decreasing processability.   
 
In this case as the conductive additive concentration was increased, composite viscosity 
and conductivity showed similar increasing trends (and increased viscosity is not a 
desirable property). Thus, the conductivity of a blend is limited by the highest viscosity 
value at which the polymer blend can be compounded by the batch mixer, or twin-screw 
extrusion, or, more critically, injection molded to bipolar plates.  
 
From Figure 3.1, 50/50 VCB/PP yields the highest conductivity (52 S/m) within all the 
blends, but 50/50 VCB/PP blend has some processing difficulty due to its high loading of 
carbon black. During mixing, the torque on the 50/50 VCB/PP blend was up to 90 N/m, 
compared to an average of 15~20 N/m during other mixture runs.  Also, from sample 
finishing it can be identified that 50/50 VCB/PP blend has processability difficulty since 
the bipolar plate molded by hot-pressing had obvious cracks and voids in the sample as 
illustrated in Figure 3.2.   
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Figure 3.2:  Photograph of bipolar plate of 50/50 VCB/PP blend 
 
In addition to VCB and CF, there were two kinds of graphite used in this study, Asbury 
synthetic graphite and Inco-Novamet nickel-coated graphite.  Both of these were used in 
the overall design of experimental program. Comparing SG-based blends and NCG-based 
blends, it was found that both conductivity and sample finishing of SG-based blends was 
better than for the NCG blends.  
 
Figure 3.3 illustrates the SEM photo of 5.83:30.83:5.83 NCG/VCB/CF composite, in 
which there were obvious voids in the bipolar plate. Figure 3.3 also shows that the size of 
NCG particles was much bigger than that of carbon black or carbon fiber particles, and 
there was a gap between NCG particles with other filler particles or the polymer matrix, 
resulting in a poor dispersion and wetting of the fill. The reason is that the polar surface 
of NCG particles is incompatible with non-polar particles such as carbon black, carbon 
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fiber, or polymer matrix, resulting in poor dispersion and wetting of fill. Hence, the 
SG-based blends were selected for further study of conductivity and processability of 
different ratio 3-filler blends, and the blends with filler ratio of 1:1:1 SG:VCB:CF were 




Figure 3.3:  SEM Photo of NCG/VCB/CF composite at magnification of 1,000x 
 
The reasons for choosing 1:1:1 filler ratio blends were based on the results from previous 
work and consideration of balance between conductivity and processability of blends.  
Previous work in the lab had studied the synergetic effect of Vulcan carbon black, 
Acetylene carbon black and carbon fiber, the study results showed that 54% 1:1:1 filler 
ratio yield the highest conductivity which is 220 S/m [70].  
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In this research project, with an expectation of acquiring both good conductivity and easy 
processing for bipolar plate, synthetic graphite was used to replace Acetylene Carbon 
Black as one of conductive fillers since graphite not only has excellent conductivity but 
also possesses good lubricant effect in processing. Although conductivity of 35% 1:1:1 
SG/VCB/CF blend is very low, only 1.38~1.43 S/m, we expected that with increasing 
filler concentration up to 65% or even higher, as long as the composites can be processed 
successfully, could yield higher conductivity than previous work. 
 
3.1.2 Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
In order to improve processability of composites compounding, and considering ‘cleaner’ 
processing steps, VCB/PP master batches were fabricated before composites 
compounding.  Vulcan carbon black is a very light material that is difficult to control 
and kept contained during processing.  The twin screw extruder and batch mixer at the 
University of Waterloo have ‘open’ top fed hoppers in which it is also difficult to contain 
the materials added.  A very small amount of unintended release in the facility is easily 
noticed and requires a significant clean-up effort.   In this study, the master batch which 
was much easier to manage was then remixed with addition resin and fillers.  Thus the 
VCB/PP master batch was mixed with other conductive fillers as well as PP with the 
specific filler ratio to make conductive composites. 
 
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was applied to determine the actual carbon black 
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loading within the polypropylene matrix.  Figure 3.4 illustrates a TGA graph for one of 






















Figure 3.4:  Graph of TGA for VCB/PP master batch 
 
 
In Figure 3.4, the trends show that polypropylene resin has a distinct transition which 
means that PP starts to burn and off gas till it is completely consumed. The gap between 
two transitions represents the actual carbon black concentration within the polymer 
matrix.  Table 3.2 summarized results for 13 runs of TGA for VCB/PP master batch 
samples (each run of TGA represents the two batches of VCB/PP master batch), and the 
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range of carbon black concentration is between 46.55%~56.62%.  Note this 
concentration of carbon black in the master batch is near to the processing limit of the 
batch mixer, if the carbon black loading is higher than this range, the master batch of 
VCB/PP can produce more friction during the course of mixing due to its high shear 
viscosity, and in turn cause a higher torque in the batch mixer.  
 
 
Table 3.2:  TGA results for VCB/PP master batch 
Run Carbon Black (wt %) PP (wt %) 
1 46.55 53.45 
2 47.68 52.32 
3 50.48 49.52 
4 51.53 48.47 
5 49.38 50.62 
6 47.58 52.42 
7 52.92 47.08 
8 51.08 48.92 
9 56.62 43.38 
10 56.57 43.43 
11 55.99 44.01 
12 56.34 43.66 
13 55.99 44.01 
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3.1.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques are an effective way to view the 
microstructure of materials. Figures 3.5 through Figure 3.8 are various micrographs 
which show each fillers independently; as well the micrographs showing some edge 






(b)                           (c) 
  
ure 3.5:  SEM photos of 50/50 VCB/PP composite with magnification of (a) 100x, Fig
(b) 10,000x, and (c) 50,000x, respectively
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In Figure 3.5, in bipolar plate, which are due 
to the very high composite viscosity because of the high (50 wt%) carbon black 
concentration.  This imagery also shows agglomeration of carbon black particles within 
the polymer matrix phase.  This agglomeration will not likely result in high conductivity 
throughout the sample, and will lead to inconsistent mechanical properties.    Future 




Figure 3.6:  SEM photo of 50/50 CF/PP with magnification of 500x 
 
From Figure 3.6, carbon fibers generally display a random orientation within the 
composite; however, some alignment of carbon fibers may be due to the bipolar plate 
compression molding process. Note that this sample was batch mixed and compression 
50/50 VCB/PP composite shows voids with
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Figure  of 1,000x and 
 
Figure 3.8:  SEM photo of SG/VCB/CF with magnification of 30,000x 




Figure 3.7 and 3.8 are the SEM images of NCG/VCB/CF and SG/VCB/CF composites. 
These pictures show a certain degree of contact among filler particles, such as Ni-coated 
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graphite, synthetic graphite, carbon fiber, and carbon black within the polymer matrix. 
ith this contact, more electron flow paths are formed so electrons can pass, forming an 
electrically conductive circuit. As a result, in turn, the conductivity of the composite is 
improved. A continuous phase of conductive filler is critical for conductivity.  This is 
consistent with conductivity measurement results that composites with three fillers 
demonstrate- higher conductivity than those with one filler or two fillers composites as 
shown in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1 
 
.1.4 Density of Composites 
ensities of the developed composites should be less than that of graphite plate. Figure 
3.9 and Table 3.3 illustrate the density of 26 composites from the DOE which is in the 
range of 0.80~1.30 g/cm3.  
 
The difference in density values depends on the type of fillers and their concentration 
within the composite, and the single, double or triple fillers composite exhibits different 
tendency of composite density variation. For single filler composites, the density 
increases with the increasing of filler content. For 50:50 composites, compared to other 
blends, SG/PP composite has the highest density value at 1.2589 g/cm3. For 2 filler 
blends, except for NCG/CF/PP 25:25:50 with a density of 0.9 g.cm3, the densities of other 
composites are in the range of 1.20~1.26 g/cm3. For 3 filler blends, except for 1:1:1 
W
3
Weight reduction of the bipolar plate is one of the key objectives of this project; hence, 
d
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NCG/VCB/CF blend with a density of 0.9 g/cm3, the densities of other blends are in the 
range of 1.0~1.2 g/cm3.  These results demonstrate that conductive thermoplastics 
composites can satisfy a low density target for a bipolar plate, since the benchmark 











Figure 3.9:  Densities of composites from Design of Experiment 
 
3.2 Improvement of Composite Blends 
The results of composites from the initial series of samples allowed for the selection of 
the best composites for further testing within this project. Since a combination of carbon 
black, carbon fiber, and synthetic graphite seemed to yield an optimal 
processability/conductivity balance, the next part of this work was devoted to 








Table 3.3: Densities of 26 composites from Design of Experiment 
PP-based Composites 3# of Sample (Filler ratio and wt %) Density (g/cm ) 
1 CF/PP   20:80 0.8498 
2 CF/PP   35:65 0.9321 
3 CF/PP    50:50 1.1432 
4 Ni/PP    20:80 1.0343 
5 Ni/PP    50:50 0.9952 
6 SG/PP    20:80 0.9620 
7 SG/PP    50:50 1.2589 
8 SG/CF/PP    25:25:50 1.2179 
9 Ni/CF/PP    25:25:50 0.9324 
10 Ni/VCB/PP   25:25:50 1.2672 
11 SG/VCB/PP   25:25:50 1.2059 
12 CF/VCB/PP   25:25:50 1.2467 
13 VCB/PP   20:80 1.0059 
14 VCB/PP   50:50 1.1443 
15 SG/VCB/CF/PP   5.83:30.83:5.83 1.1275 
16 SG/VCB/CF/PP   5.83:30.83:5.83 1.1275 
17 SG/VCB/CF/PP   30.83:5.83:5.83 1.1674 
18 SG/VCB/CF/PP   30.83:5.83:5.83 1.1674 
19 SG/VCB/CF/PP     1:1:1 1.0757 
20 SG/VCB/CF/PP     1:1:1 1.0757 
21 Ni/VCB/CF/PP   5.83:30.83:5.83 1.1295 
22 Ni/VCB/CF/PP   5.83:30.83:5.83 1.1295 
23 Ni/VCB/CF/PP   30.83:5.83:5.83 1.0966 
24 Ni/VCB/CF/PP   30.83:5.83:5.83 1.0966 
25 Ni/VCB/CF/PP     1:1:1 0.9011 
26 Ni/VCB/CF/PP     1:1:1 0.9011 
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3.2.1 Conductivity with Increasing Filler Concentration 
From the r as chosen 
for further stud Although the c site is 1.38 d therefore 
slightly lower in comparison to other blends, this blend possesses relatively better 
processability. his conductivity was  1:1:1 SG or NCG/VCB/PP blends 
in conductivity as shown in Figure 3.1.
 
According to percolation theory, a conductive 
content will be high enough that th  form a continuous network to 
allow for electrons to pass.  In this case the ble iller concentr as too 
low to reach to  percolation thre a further expe al series of 
runs to invest  the effects of  composites conductivity and 
mechanical properties. 
  
The specific experimental prog tio, but d the total 
fillers concentr n within pol ne (Equi K01) was 
still chosen as polymer matrix, w ite grades were used.  These 
were all provided from Asbur 2, SG-49 d SG-4956 
were used and these runs were cts of fill ing as well 
as types and s  of graphite nductivit e series of 
PP-based blends were compounded with the batch mixer with a combination of VCB, CF, 
esults of initial screening of runs, a 35% 1:1:1 SG/VCB/CF blend w
y.  onductivity of this compo S/m, an
 T  among the top
 
blend will reach a threshold where the filler 
e conductive filler can
nd with 35% f ation w
 the shold; hence, there is riment
igate filler concentration on
ram maintained a 1:1:1 filler ra increase
atio ymer matrix phase. Polypropyle star 36K
hile three different graph
y Carbons. The fillers SG-401 55, an
 selected to investigate the effe er load
izes on blend processability and co y. Thre
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and SG-4012 or SG-4955 or SG-4956 in a ratio of 1:1:1. The total filler loading varied 
or in-plane conductivity measurements, samples were tested in two directions: one test 
 
 was reliable since all the testing results showed the same trend 
m 45% filler loading up to 65%. 
from 40% to 45%, 50%, 55%, 60% and 65%. The conductivity measurement results are 
illustrated in Table 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, and the corresponding graphs are shown in Figure 
3.10, 3.12 and 3.13, respectively.  Samples were injected molded to form both ‘blanks’ 
for mechanical testing, and bi-polar plates.  
 
F
was in the sample direction which parallels to the injection molding direction, and 
another was the samples direction perpendicular to injection molding direction.  As 
illustrated in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.10, in-plane conductivity of samples in injection 
molding direction was greater than that perpendicular to the injection molding direction. 
There was a limited difference between in-plane conductivity with respect to the molding 
direction, but the trend
fro
 
Table 3.4:  In-plane conductivity of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF blends 
In-plane Conductivity (S/m) Fillers level 
(wt %) ═ Injection Direction ┴ Injection Direction 
45% 291.86 257.96 
50% 443.72 375.82 
55% 702.25 634.64 
60% 973.21 917.37 





























in two directions (Injection molding direction and Perpendicular to 
nce in two directions is that for samples having the 
ame direction as injection molding, the fillers (specifically the fiber fill) are oriented in 
the direc same as 
the directi l conductivity m s allow electrons 
to flow through easier than ular rocess. 
Figure 3.11 is the SEM image of :1:1 SG-4012/VCB mposites with 
magnification of 200x, in which shows carbon fiber alignment along injection flow 
direction.   
 
Figure 3.10:  In-plane conductivity of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composite measured 
injection molding direction) 
 
The reason for conductivity differe
s
tion of flow induced during the injection molding process. This is the 
on of electrica easurement, and oriented filler
the direction perpendic  to injection molding p




Figure 3.11: SEM photo of 55% 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composites with 
magnification of 200x  
          
The conductiv
oncentration are illustrated in Figure 3.12 and 3.13 as well as in Table 3.5 and 3.6.  As 
 
ities of the different PP-based blends as a function of filler (SG/VAB/CF) 
c
expected, the blend conductivity increases with increasing filler concentration. 
Conductivity values around 150 S/m in though-plane and 1900 S/m in in-plane are 
reached with 65% filler concentration by weight.  However, 65% filler loading reaches 
the processing limit of the apparatus used.  It is important to determine which blend 
formulation will offer the best combination in terms of conductivity and process ability.  
From the results, 65% of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF obtains the volume conductivity of 156 
S/m and in-plane conductivity of 1971.91 S/m, respectively. 
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The effect of different synthetic graphite grades on composite conductivity was also 
investigated in this project. The comparison of in-plane conductivity for these samples is 
based on samples with the same directions as injection molding process.  
 
Figure 3.12, shows that with filler concentration less than 60%, SG-4012 and SG-4956 
composites have higher conductivity than that of SG-4955, although SG-4012 and 
SG-4956 have very close conductivity values. At 65% filler loading, dif erent graphites 
xhibit distinct differences. 
 In-plane conductivity of 1:1:1 SG/VCB/CF composites  




 Table 3.5: 
Fill level (wt %) 
SG-4012 SG-4955 SG-4956 
45% 291.86 172.81 411.27 
50% 443.72 293.63 467.14 
55% 702.25 509.37 717.96 
60% 973.21 800.24 901.50 
65% 1971.91 1431.42 1354.20 
 
 
The highest conductivity value is obtained by SG-4012, which is 1971.9 S/m, followed 
by SG-4955 at 1431.42 S/m and SG-4956 at 1354.2 S/m.  Of note is that for SG-4012 
composite, when the filler level increases from 60% to 65%, the in-plane conductivity 
creases significantly from 973.2 to 1971.9 S/m which almost doubles the conductivity in
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at 60% concentration. The possible reason for this is that after 60% filler level, a 
percolation threshold is reached because there are more conductive particles within 
polymer matrix, and this resulted in higher conductivity.  For the other two graphite 
omposites, at 65% filler loading, their in-plane conductivities did increase but not as 
 additional PP-based blends developed in this study, and this 
ller was selected as the composite blend for the metal insert technique testing.  
c
significantly as SG-4012.  This is not a surprising result, since SG-4012 has large crystal 
domains aligned in the flat graphite flake, resulting in highly anisotropic material 
properties. Because the best conductivity value was obtained using SG-4012, this 

































Figure 3.12:  In-plane conductivity of 1:1:1 SG/VCB/CF composites (three kinds of 
SG were applied)  
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For through-plane conductivity, there is not much difference with different synthetic 
graphite results. As shown in Figure 3.13, with increasing of filler concentration, 





































Figure 3.13:  Through-plane conductivity of 1:1:1 SG/CF/VCB composites with       
different graphite and varied filler level  
 
 
When filler concentration is below 55%, composites have very close conductivity values 
which only appear to depend on individual filler loading levels.  After 60% filler lev ls, 
through-plane conductivity than the others, and the other two SG based composites have 
e
different graphite based composites exhibit different trends. SG-4956 has higher 
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very close conductivity values. At 65% filler loading, SG-4012 and SG-4956 composites 
have higher conductivity than that of SG-4955.  The highest through-plane conductivity 
is obtained by 65% SG-4012/VCB/CF, 156.5 S/m, which is similar to the in-plane 
onductivity results. Comparing to in-plane conductivity, the through-plane conductivity 
DOE Target of 10,000 S/m was not achieved.  
 
Table 3.6:  Through-plane conductivity of 1:1:1 SG/VCB/CF composites 
Through-plane Conductivity (S/m) 
c
Fill level (wt %) 
SG-4012 SG-4955 SG-4956 
45% 12.80 11.17 21.86 
50% 26.82 34.08 22.85 
55% 51.41 58.06 54.19 
60% 82.78 83.86 101.43 
65% 156.5 121.40 151.72 
 
 
ethod is different between in-plane and through-plane conductivity. In through-plane 
onductivity measurement, the contact resistance between gold plate and bipolar plate 
becomes more significant than the volume resistance of the bipolar plate, and depends 
more significantly on the area of the sample used. If contact resistance between surfaces 
is high, the total measured volume conductivity can be significantly affected, leading to 




low through-plane conductivity.  This phenomenon is discussed further in Chapter 3 
Section 3.4 “Effect of Sample Dimensions on Conductivity Measurement”.  
 
Second, these bipolar plate samples are injection molded, and the through-plane 
conductivity measurement direction is perpendicular to the injection molding direction. 
ith the injection molding process, conductive particles within the composite are aligned 
along o go 
through the bipolar plate and lead to  well, there is a 
certain concentration of the resin on the surface of the sample which creates a 
non-conductive barrier layer.   
 
Figure 3.14 (a) and (b) demonstrates the SEM images of 55% 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF 
posite, in which we can see the carbon fiber alignment as well as a surface layer on 
the edge of bipolar plate.  
 
For injection molded bipolar plates, carbon fibers show very regular alignment along the 
injection molding direction as shown in Figure 3.14 (a) and result in through-plane 
bipolar plate, a non-conductive polymer layer with around 20 μm in thickness can be 
identified very clearly in Figure 3.14 (b), which also induces the low through-plane 
conductivity.  
W
 the injection molding direction, which makes it more difficult for electrons t
 low through-plane conductivity.  As
com








igure 3.14:  SEM photos of 55% 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composite show (a) carbon 




3.2.2 Mechanical Properties of Composites 
Mechanical properties are one of most important properties of a bipolar plate in a PEM 
fuel cell.  The plate must retain mechanical stability in order to prevent the stack from 
leaking, and so that the plate does not damage the membrane.  The 1:1:1 
SG-4012/VCB/CF composites with filler loading up to 65% were tested for their 
mechanical properties which include tensile strength, compression strength, and 3-point 
























Figure 3.1 2/VCB/CF composites 
 



























Figure 3.16:   Tensile strength of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composites  
 
Figure 3.15 and 3.16 illustrates the tensile stress-strain curves and tensile strength of 
1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composites with filler loading from 45% up to 65%. Of note is 
that the tensile strength is tested in two directions, similar to that of in-plane conductivity 
measurement: one test is in the sample direction which is parallel to the injection molding 
direction (axial direction), and another is in the samples direction perpendicular to 
injection molding direction (transverse direction).  
 
Figure 3.15 compares the tensile stress-strain curves of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF 
composites with filler loading from 45% up to 65%.  It is clear that the composite with 
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50% filler concentration exhibits the highest fracture strength and ductility, followed by 
45%, 55%, 60% and 65% composite.  Also, in stress-strain curve (Figure 3.15), the 
slope of 65% filler loading composite is steeper than others which means it has higher 
tensile modulus and is stiffer and more brittle comparison to other composites.   
 
In Figure 3.16, samples in the axial direction show higher fracture strength in comparison 
to those samples in transverse direction, which is due to the filler particle alignment along 
injection flow induced in the injection molding process. Similar to the trend shown in 
Figure 3.15, from 45% to 65% filler concentration, the highest tensile strength value 
(25.7 MPa) is obtained at 50% filler loading; from 45% to 50%, tensile strength is 
increase nsile 
trength is decreased with filler levels increasing.  
modulus; however, the modulus is 
ecreased when filler loading reaches 55% and 60%, and at 65%, samples in axial 
d because of filler reinforcement effect with the higher filler loading te
s
 
The tensile modulus of composites is illustrated in Figure 3.17.  Similar to tensile 
strength, the tensile modulus of samples in axial direction is greater than those samples in 
transverse direction.  With filler concentration increasing, the composites tensile 
modulus exhibits a fluctuation from 417 MPa to 584 MPa.  Compared to 45% filler 
loading, the 50% composite has higher tensile 
d
direction exhibit the highest tensile modulus (584 MPa) while the samples perpendicular 
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Transversal
Figure 3.17:   Tensile modulus of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composites 
 
The compression and flexural strength are the measure of a material’s ability to sustain 




























Figure 3.18:   Compression modulus of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composites 
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Of note is that for compression and flexural strength test, samples were done in the axial 
direction. In Figure 3.18, the compression modulus shows the fluctuation from 731 MPa 
to 1076 MPa for composites from 45% to 65% filler loading. The maximum compression 
modulus was obtained at 60% filler loading, and 55% composite yields the minimum 
modulus value. 
 
Figure 3.19 and 3.20 show the test results for the flexural strength and flexural modulus 
of composites. From 45% to 50% filler level, flexural strength increases significantly, 
from 36 MPa to 53 MPa, and then decreases with higher filler loading but is still higher 























Figure 3.19:  Flexural strength of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composites 
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The flexural modulus of composites increases consistently from 2.25 to 6.82 GPa with 
the increase of filler concentration. The highest value of 6.82 GPa is obtained at 65% 


























Figure 3.20:   Flexural modulus of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composites 
 
3.2.3 SEM of the 1:1:1 SG/VCB/CF Composite Blend 
As was discussed earlier, SEM techniques are an effective way to view the microstructure 
of composites; the injection molded bipolar plate with 55% filler concentration was 
chosen for SEM. The reasons for choosing this blend are: first, it is one of composites for 
blends development; second, it is also used for metal insert bipolar plates preparation as 
well as in-situ single cell performance testing with and without a metal insert.  The SEM 
samples for this blend are prepared from three different parts in one injection molded 
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bipolar plate, which are the upper (near to the injection gate), middle and lower part of 
one plate.  Two directions are inspected using SEM, one is along the injection molding 
direction (Axial direction), and another is perpendicular to injection molding direction 
(Transversal direction).   Figure 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23 are various SEM images which 
show each part of a bipolar plate independently; as well the micrographs show edge 
effects, surface layer, carbon fibers pull-out and fibers alignment.   
 
Figure 3.21 displays the SEM images of upper part of injection molded 55% 1:1:1 
SG-4012/VCB/CF bipolar plate in (a) transversal direction and (b) axial direction, 
respectively.  For the upper part of the bipolar plate, in the transversal direction, the 
alignment of carbon fibers can be identified and the composite shows relatively uniform 
micro-structure; while in the axial direction, in the boundary area and the middle of 
sample, the composite exhibits fairly different structures as shown in Figure 3.21 (b)-1. 
The two interesting phenomena are:  First, in injection molding direction, the carbon 
fibers show different orientations. In the boundary area of sample (upper and bottom of 
bipolar plate interface), carbon fibers orientate along the injection molding direction, 
while in the middle of the sample, carbon fibers show a relatively random orientation 
compared to those in the boundary area of the sample, which might be induced by 
different velocity of injection flow. Second, most synthetic graphite particles located in 







(b)-2 Boundary                   (b)-3 Middle 
Figure 3.21: SEM photos of upper part of injection mold
 
ed 55% 1:1:1 
SG-4012/VCB/CF bipolar plate in (a) Transversal direction and (b) 
Axial direction 
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Figure 3.22 displays the SEM images in the transversal and axial directions of the middle 
part of the injection molded 55% 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF bipolar plate. Similar to Figure 
3.21, the microstructure of the bipolar plate is quite different at different locations even at 
the same interface of the sample.  SEM images in Figure 3.22 (a) exhibit that in the 
transversal direction carbon fibers show totally different alignment at different locations 
which is similar to those for SEM images in the axial direction as shown in Figure 2.23 
(b).  
 
The SEM images of the lower part of bipolar plate are displayed in Figure 3.23, and 
showed similar results to those in Figure 3.22.  
 
Injection molding is an effective method for fabricating bipolar plates, however, the SEM 
images of bipolar plates indicate tha uctures of injection molded bipolar 
plates are not uniform.  It was also found from those SEM images that the distribution 
and orientation of conductive particles was not uniform within the composite, which 
might be the possible reason for low conductivity results.  
 






                 (a)-2 Boundary           (a)-3 Middle 
 
  
                 (b)-1 Boundary)             (b)-2 Middle 
 
 
Figure 3.22: SEM photos of middle part of injection molded 55% 1:1:1      




(a) Overall  
 
  
(b) Boundary                          (c) Middle 
 
igure 3.23: SEM photos of lower part of injection molded 55% 1:1:1 





3.2.4 Density of Composites 
With increasing filler concentration, the density of composite bipolar plates increases 




















Figure 3.24:  Density of 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF bipolar plates 
 
Increasing the filler level will reduce the resin content. Since the density of 
polypropylene (0.89~0.91 g/cm3) is much lower than that of synthetic graphite SG-4012 
.2~1.4 g/cm3), carbon black (1.7~1.9 g/cm3), and carbon fiber (1.8 g/cm3), the density 
f a composite bipolar plate increases with filler concentration. The density of the plate 
significantly aff  density of the 
VCB/CF composite is 1.33 g/cm3; which is still far 
(1
o
ects the overall weight of the fuel-cell stack. The maximum
plate for 65 wt% 1:1:1 SG-4012/
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lower than that of a pure graphite bipolar plate (1.88 g/cm3). 
ipolar Plate Development 
The objective of this project was to develop a highly conductive, light weight and low 
cost bipolar plate. Metal sheet insert techniques were also investigated to improve the 
conductivity of a bipolar plate. This technique is based on the concept that with metal 
sheet insert within the bipolar plate, the electrons can easily go through the metal sheet to 
form an electric circuit; hence the conductivity of the bipolar plate can be improved 
significantly, making the plates more suitable for use in a PEM fuel cell.   The potential 
advantages of metal sheet insert in a bipolar plate are as follows: 
 highly conductive; 
 light in weight;  
 no corrosion problems;  
 strong mechanical properties;  
 mass produced flow path by injection molding, specifically through the use of an 
insert over-molding technique; and 
 low cost 
 
The Figure 3.25 illustrates the diagram of a metal sheet insert bipolar plate. The black 
straight line, big black dot, and small black dot are conductive fillers in the composite, 
mainly carbon fibers, synthetic graphite as well as carbon black, which were specifically 
 
3.3 Metal Sheet Insert Techniques for B
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studied in this project. The gray line refers to metal sheet insert in the bipolar plate, such 
s metal mesh or copper sheet. As can be seen in the graphic, conductive particles within 
t 
 





The om ed was the 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composite, with total filler loading 
om 45% up to 65%, and in which 65% composite has in-plane and through-plane 
a
the composite can easily form an electric circuit with the aid of the metal sheet, so tha







ig re 3.25:  Schema
Experimental Metal Sheet Insert Techniques 
 Materials 
 c posite us
fr
conductivity 1916 S/m and 156 S/m, respectively. The metal-mesh and copper sheet 
selected for use in this study were selected based on the material availability. 
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3.3.1.2 Sample Fabrication 
Metal sheet insert bipolar plates were prepared as follows:  
first, two pieces of composite sheets with dimension of 100.0* 24.0* 3.0 mm from 
injection molded bipolar plate samples were cut, and then a metal sheet with length and 
idth of 92.0 mm and 18.0 mm was compression molded between the two sheets of 
omposite materials.  The entire sample was oven heated to 190°C for 40 minutes to 
nsure that composite sheets were soften, and then the materials were transferred to 
compression m inal 
me
 
Due to the viscosity of different composites en with the same clamping pressure, the 
fin m 
.8~3.1 mm, but the effect of varied thickness is not significant from conductivity data 
erspective for the metal sheet insert bipolar plates. 
f Metal Sheet Insert Bipolar Plate 
e graphs of 




olding for cold-pressing for 5 minutes.  Samples were cut into the f
tal sheet insert bipolar plates with a dimension of 100* 24* 2.8~3.1 mm.  
, ev





3.3.2.1 Conductivity of Metal Sheet Insert Bipolar Plate 
The metal sheet insert bipolar plates were tested for both in-plane and through-plane 
conductivity, and compared with those without metal sheet inserts. The testing results are 
summarized in Table 3.7 and 3.8.  Figures 3.26 through 3.31 illustrate th
c
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With the metal mesh insert technique, the in-plane conductivity of composite increases 
5% 1:1:1 SG--4012/VCB/CF significantly, as shown in Table 3.7 and Figure 3.26.  For 6
composite with a metal mesh insert, for example, the in-plane conductivity is increased 
from 3651 S/m to 17523 S/m, which is consistent with our expectation for conductivity 
improvement with the metal sheet insert.  
 
Table 3.7:  Conductivity of metal-mesh inserts bipolar plates 
Conductivity of Metal Mesh Insert Bipolar Plate (S/m) 
In-Plane Through-Plane 
Filler loading (%) 
SG--4012/VCB/CF 
1:1:1 
Before After Before After 
45% 475.8 9184.8 21.2 23.0 
50% 835.7 14738.2 62.1 43.1 
55% 1404.3 14489.9 126.9 79.8 
60% 1974.9 16715.2 184.0 143.0 
65% 3651.5 17523.3 416.2 163.6 
 
With the aid of metal mesh, electrons can go through the bipolar plate more easily to 
ductive. However, 
hich is the 
form an electric circuit. As a result, the bipolar plate becomes more con
the through-plane conductivity decreases with the metal mesh insert, w
opposite trend to that for in-plane conductivity. The possible reason for this is although 
metal mesh is more conductive than composite, for the metal mesh inset bipolar plates the 
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The conductivity values for copper sheet insert bipolar plates are summarized in Table 3.8 
and illustrated in Figure 3.28 and 3.29 for in-plane and through-plane conductivity, 
respectively.  Also, the comparison of effects between metal mesh insert and copper 
sheet insert on in-plane and through conductivity is demonstrated in Figures 3.29 and 
3.30. 
 
Table 3.8:  Conductivity of copper sheet inserts bipolar plate 
Conductivity of Copper Insert Bipolar Plate (S/m) 
In-Plane Through-Plane 
Filler loading (%) 
1:1:1 
SG-4012/VCB/CF Before After Before After 
45% 478.8 46602.1 19.4 22.5 
50% 831.7 106056.2 54.3 39.2 
55% 1371.3 369241.8 120.8 74.6 
60% 1858.2 859044.7 217.2 138.9 
65% 3903.1 891084.3 345.6 158.0 
 
Similarly to metal mesh insert bipolar plates, in-plane conductivity of copper sheet insert 
bipolar plate increases as well, but more significantly, as shown in Table 3.8 and Figure 
3.28.  For the same composite, 65%1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF, with copper sheet insert, 
the plate in-plane conductivity reaches 8.91﹡105 S/m, which is approximately 50 times 
that of with metal mesh insert (as 17523.3 S/m) and 220 times than that of the same 
composite (as 3903.1 S/m). Once again, with the copper sheet insert, obtained in-plane 
con tal ductivity results confirmed our concept for conductivity improvement with the me
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insert. On the contrary, the copper sheet insert decreases the through-plane conductivity 
as illustrated in Figure 3.29, which is similar to that with metal mesh insert due to the 
contact resistance between copper sheet with composite.  
 
Another possible reason for though-plane conductivity reduction is the molding process. 
ince the copper sheet is sandwiched in between the two composite plates and heated up 
to 190~200  surface of 
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Figure 3.29:   Through-plane conductivity of copper sheet insert bipolar plate 
 
Figure 3.30 and 3.31 show the comparison between the metal mesh insert and copper 
sheet insert bipolar plates. As a result, copper sheet is a more effective material than 
metal mesh for improving bipolar plate in-plane conductivity. 
 
However, both metal mesh and copper sheet inserts decrease the through-plane 
conductivity. The possible reasons for this are increased contact resistance between metal 
mesh or copper sheet with composite, an oxidation layer formed on metal surface, or 
impro ating 
metal insert bipolar plate to increase through plane conductivity.  
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Figure 3.30:  Comparison of in-plane conductivity of metal mesh insert plate with 
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without metal sheet insert technique 
Figure 3.31:  Comparison of through-plane conductivity of bipolar plate with or 
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3.3.2.2 In-situ Testing of Metal Insert Bipolar Plates 
In this project, the performance characteristics of metal copper sheet insert bipolar plates 
were evaluated in a single fuel cell, and compared with graphite and composite bipolar 
plates.  
 
The polymer composite bipolar plate had a thickness of 2.5~2.8 mm and approximately 
13.9 cm2 active area. The composites chosen for the in-cell testing were 50%, 55% and 
60% 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF, and 50% and 55% composites were also made with copper 
heet insert. Figure 3.32 shows the composite bipolar plates and copper insert bipolar 
Figure 3.33 presents the polarization curves for single cells assembled with graphite, 50%, 
55% and 60% composite bipolar plates. The open circuit voltage (OCV) of the single 
cells was almost the same, around 0.80 V, however, graphite and 60% composite had a 
higher OCV at 0.86 V.  This would indicate that there may be increased resistance in the 
cell hardware - specifically the bi-polar plate or the electrical contact with the GDL and 
electrode.   
 
The single cells of different polymer types exhibit almost the same performance at lower 
current densities. With the increasing of current densities, all the composite bipolar plates 
showed lower p  and voltages of single cells using 
s
plates used in this study.  
 
erformance than graphite bipolar plates,
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50% and 55% composite bipolar plates decreased more rapidly than those of single cells 
using graphite and 60% composite bipolar plate.  Clearly this is as a result of the lower 







Figure 3.32:  Photographs of the compression-molded bipolar plate (single side) (a) 
With copper sheet insert (b) Inside of the copper sheet insert bipolar 
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Figure 3.33:  Comparison of I-V performance of graphite bipolar plate and 50%, 
55% and 60% composite bipolar plates in a single cell test 
 
 
At the cell voltage around 0.5 V, the current density of the single cells using graphite, 
50%, 55% and 60% composite bipolar plates was 0.22, 0.14, 0.11 and 0.07 A cm-2, 
respectively. The interesting phenomenon is the performance of single cell using 60% 
composite bipolar plate. When the current density reached 0.25 A cm-2, the voltage of 
single cell decreased at a slower rate than before, and at the same voltage of 0.359 V, it 
xhibited a higher current density than a single cell using a graphite bipolar plate.  This 
because of the gy of the material 
e
may indicated that the thermoplastic plate has better water removal characteristics either 
nature of the GDL/plate interface or the surface ener
 114
allowing for easier water transport.  
 
Figure 3.34 shows the distribution of power vs. current density for both graphite and 
composite bipolar plates. The maximum output power was 0.48, 0.80, 1.04 and 1.55W for 

























In this study, the performance of single cells using copper sheet insert composite bipolar 
 
 
Figure 3.34:  Comparison of performance of graphite bipolar plate and 50%, 55% 
and 60% composite bipolar plates in a single cell test 
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plates was also investigated, and compared with that of single cells using composites and 
raphite bipolar plates, see Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36.  Similar to the results shown in 
ith 
e increasing of current density, all the single cells using composite bipolar plates 
showed lower performance than the graphite plate cell. Compared to the single cells with 
composite bipolar plates, the performance of the copper sheet insert bipolar plate did 
show a certain degree of improvement, but it was not very significant. Even 55% copper 
sheet insert bipolar plate has a lower single cell performance than that of 60% composite 
plate. The possible reason is that the molding process (compression laminating) is not 
suitable for the copper sheet insert bipolar plate. Compression molding was applied to 
prepare samples; however, with the inspection of inside of plates (as shown in Figure 
3.32-b), there is a gap between the copper sheet and composite plate, which may increase 
the contact resistance between those layers and lead to poor performance of the single 
cell using copper insert plates. 
An alternative m rt bipolar plates. 
For example, injection over-molding the copper sheet may lead to better performance of 
injection molded plates.  This process would result in a molding process made under 
higher pressure which can significantly reduce the gap between copper sheet and 
g
Figure 3.33 and 3.34, the OCV of single cells are almost the same at 0.8 V.  
 
At low current density, all single cells exhibited the similar performance, however, w
th
 
olding process was suggested for fabricating copper inse
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composite, there would be not resin ‘skin’ or film between the copper plate and the 
conductive composite (i.e. the conductive fill should be direct contact).  Note that this 
trial also made use of a flat plate, and formed plate as shown in the above Figure 3.32-a 
ould also reduce the conductive length through the conductive polymer, and then lower w
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copper sheet insert composite bipolar plates in a single cell test 
Figure 3.35: Comparison of I-V performance of graphite plate with composite and 
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Figure 3.36 depicts that the maximum output power for graphite and composite bipolar 
plates, and copper insert composite bipolar plates. The results indicated a better 
performance for copper sheet insert composite plates in comparison to those without 
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igure 3.36:  Comparison of performance of graphite plate with composite and 
 
F
copper sheet insert composite bipolar plates in a single cell test 
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3.4 Effect of Sample Dimensions on Conductivity Measurement 
3.4.1 Introduction 
As one of the most important properties of bipolar plates; electrical conductivity is 
important to identify possible factors that may have a significant effect on bipolar plate 
electrical resistance measurement techniques. 
Contact resistance between the gas diffusion layer and the bipolar plate, and the sample’s 
dimensional factors could have significant effects on plate resistance measurement, even 
when the bipolar plates are made of the same material.  Sample dimensional factors 
include surface area (S), thickness (T), and ratio of surface area over thickness (S/T), 
while electrical contact resistances include the one between gas diffusion layer and the 
bipolar plate, and the one between gold plate and gas diffusion layer.  
 
During this project, the effects of sample thickness T and surface area S on resistance of 
bipolar plates were investigated, as well as the effect of loading pressure applied in the 
testing system. Special attention was also devoted to reducing all interfacial contact 
resistances. Symbols and their definition used in this research are generalized in Table 
 
The bipolar plate samples chosen for this work were developed from previous work. The 




PP36KK01), which is the same as the one applied in this project, and the conductive 
lack(VCB), Acetylene carbon black(ACB) and Carbon fiber fillers are Vulcan carbon b
(CF) provided by Cabot Corporation, Chevron Phillips Chemical’s and Fortafil, 
respectively. The specific conductive composite is made of 71% PP and 29% fillers with 
a ratio of VCB: ACB: CF at 21: 4: 4.  
 
Table 3.9:  Symbols and their definitions 
Symbols Definition 
S Surface area (mm2) 
T Thickness (mm) 
P Clamping pressure (Psi) 
RMeau Measured resistance 
R Resistance of bipolar plate sample Plate
RGDL Resistance of Gas Diffusion Layer(GDL) 
RAu-Cu Resistance of Gold-nickel-copper plate 
RAu/GDL
Contact resistance caused by an interface 
between GDL and gold plate 
RP/GDL
Contact resistance caused by an interface 
between GDL and bipolar plate sample 
 
 
Each specimen was sandwiched between two gas diffusion layers, and the assembly was 
placed between two gold plates in a hydraulic press with loading forces up to 10,000 lbs 
during measurement. A constant current was passed through the two copper plates, and 
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the potential difference between the two copper plates was measured. Figure 3.37 
illustrates the resistance components associated with the conductivity measurement for 
bipolar plate, and the resistances classification and nomenclature are summarized in Table 
3.10  
 
Table 3.10:   Nomenclature and classification of resistances 




















nce of gas  
ion layer GDL Very 
RAu-Cu
Resi




Resistance caused by an  




Resistance caused by an  
bipolar plate  resistance 
interface of GDL and Contact Varied RP/GDL
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From Figure 3.37, the total electrical resistance of the entire system is a summation of (1) 
the bulk resistance of the two gold plates, 2RAu-Cu, (2) the bulk resistance of two gas 
diffusion layers, 2RGDL, (3) the bulk resistance of bipolar plate, RPlate, (4) the two 
interfacial contact resistances between gas diffusion layer and the bipolar plates, 2RP/GDL, 
) the two interfacial contact resistances between gold plate and gas diffusion layer, 
2RAu/GDL.  T s given as: 
 
RMeau  = VMeas / IMeas
2RAu-Cu + 2R L + 2RAu    
 
(5
he expression for the total measured resistance for the assembly i












Fig 7:  n ent of  plate 
 
From Table 3.10, the values of RGDL and RAu-Cu are very small (<<1), since the gas 
ure 3.3 Schematic diagram of resista ce measurem bipolar
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diffusion layer and gold plate are very conductive.  Therefore we can neglect the effect 
of RGDL and RAu-Cu on the total measured resistance, RMeau, and the Eqn. (3.1) can be 
simplified to Eqn. (3.2): 
 
RMeau  = VMeas / IMeas   
= 2RAu/GDL + 2RP/GDL+ RPlate                            (3.2) 
 
In E  resistance, RMeau, is determined by the contact resistance 
between th ce 
etween the bipolar plate and gas diffusion layer, RP/GDL, as well as the bulk resistance of 
the bipolar plate sample, RPlate.  If the values of the two contact resistances are as small 
as possible, the measured resistance essentially is equal to the bulk resistance of bipolar 
plate. In other words, the bulk resistance of bipolar plate can be accurately measured by 
minimizing the contact resistances in the testing system caused by the interface between 
the bipolar plate and gas diffusion layers and the interface between the gas diffusion layer 
and gold plates.  
 
3.4.2 RGDL and RAu-Cu Measurement 
Fro ely, 
e bulk resistances of the gold plates (RAu-Cu) and gas diffusion layers (RGDL) must be 
qn. (3.2), the measured
e gas diffusion layer and the gold plate, RAu/GDL, the contact resistan
b
m Eqn. (3.1), in order to measure the bulk resistance of bipolar plates RPlate accurat
th
evaluated and subtracted from the total measured resistance of the assembly.  RAu-Cu can 
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be determined by independent measurement involving only the two gold plates put 
together as shown in Figure 3.38 (a).  
 
The bulk resistance of the gas diffusion layers, RGDL, can also be determined by 
indepe g only the gas diffusion layer sandwiched between the 
two gold plates b), 
the total measured resistance, R’Meau, is expressed in Eqn. (3.3). 
 
ccording to the testing results as showed in Table 3.11, the average value of RAu-Cu is 
 respect to the total resistance of the 
ndent measurement involvin
 shown in Figure 3.37 (b).  Based on this new set up in Figure 3.37 (
 
R’Meau = V’Meas / I’Meas  
= 2 RAu-Cu + 2RAu/GDL + RGDL                        (3.3) 
 
If we subtract R’Meau from the total measured resistance, RMeau, then Eqn. (3.3) is further 
expressed as: 
 
 RMeau - R’Meau =RGDL + 2RP/GDL + RPlate               (3.4) 
A
only 3.2* 10-6 ohm, which is insignificant with




Table 3.11:  Testing results of resistance of gold plate (RAu-Cu) 
Resistance (Ω) #1 #2 #3 Ave.
RMeau 0.0000055 0.0000068 0.0000072 0.0000065















 (a) Schematic diagram of resistance measurement analysis of gold 




For a piece *0.42 mm, 
sandwi o gold ates with a ries of loa g forces, measured 
resistances for this arrangem own i .12.  stanc e in the 
range of 2.1 -5  8.4*10-5 Ω are ve lues c  to th istance 
xperienced in actual fuel cell operation environments. 
 
Table 3.12:  Resistance measurement of GDL (RGDL) 
GDL Dimensions Force (lbs) Pressure (Psi) RGDL(Ω) 
 of gas diffusion layer with a dimension of 100.43 mm*100.35 mm
ched between tw  pl  se din the 
ent are sh n Table 3 The resi e data ar
*10 ~ , which ry low va ompared e total res
e
 
1000 64 0.000084 
2000 128 0.000056 
3000 192 0.00042 




5000 320 0.000021 
 
 
Based on the values of RGDL and RAu-Cu, the contributions of RGDL and RAu-Cu to the 
total measured resistance of bipolar plate assembly are negligible. Moreover, since gas 
diffusion layers are highly conductive materials compared to the bipolar plates, the 
contribution of bulk resistance of the gas  be regarded as 
negligible within the resistance measurement assembly. As a result, Eqn. (3.4) is further 
simplified to: 
diffusion layer can also
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RMeau ≈ 2RP/GDL + RP                        (3.5) 
 
In Eqn. (3.5), the total measurement resistance of bipolar plates and gas diffusion layer 
assembly is the summation of (1) the bulk resistance of bipolar plate, RPlate, (2) the two 
interfacial contact resistances between gas diffusion layer and bipolar plate, 2RP/GDL.  It 
 obvious that except for the intrinsic bulk electrical resistance of the bipolar plate, RPlate, 
e interfacial contact resistances between the gas diffusion layer and bipolar plate, 
2RP/GDL, also ha ence, it is very 
importan ctor the  mi  effect of 
interfacial contact resistance on the total measured resi ce. 
 
3.4.3 ce Ar ) on Bipo late Co ity 
Figure 3.39 shows the total resistance as a function of surface area for GDL/Bipolar plate 
ssembly, where bipolar plates have various thicknesses and the applied loading force is 
000 lbs. 
ith respect to the total measured resistance. With increasing surface area, 
is
th
ve a significant effect on the total measured resistance. H
t to identify the fa s that affect  RP/GDL, and to nimize the
stan




With increasing surface area, the measured resistance (Ω) is decreased. As the surface 
area increases, the contact area between the GDL and bipolar plate increases 
correspondingly. In this case, the contribution of interfacial contact resistance between 
the GDL and bipolar plate becomes more significant than that of the bulk resistance of 
bipolar plate w
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the bulk resistance of the otal 
measured resistance of system.  It seems that as the contact area or surface area of 
 bipolar plate is decreased, which lead to the decrease of the t
bipolar plate reaches infinity, the bulk resistance can become negligible (based on Eqn.1) 
and the total measured resistance can be regarded as that of the two interfacial contact 


























igure 3.39:  Total measured resistance with surface area for gas diffusion layer 




3.4.4 Effect of Thickness (T) on Bipolar Plate Conductivity 
The effect of thickness on resistance measurement was also investigated in this work. 
With the same surface area, the resistances of bipolar plates with different thicknesses 
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were measured. Figure 3.40 shows the bipolar plate resistances as a function of thickness 
for samples with the same surface area. The measured resistance increases with 
increasing thickness of the bipolar plate, contributing to increased bulk resistance.  The 
sum of the bulk resistances and the two contact resistances between the bipolar plate and 
gas diffusion layer, Rplate and 2RP/GDL, forms the dominant part of the total resistance 
shown in Figure 3.40. The lower value of R eau corresponds to the thinner bipolar plate, 
0.8mm, and the higher Rmeau value corresponds to the bipolar plate with 4.70mm 
thickness. In this case, the bulk resistance of the bipolar plate has a more significant 
contribution to the total measured resistance than the contact resistance. However, if the 
thickness of the bipolar plate is as thin as possible, similarly, the bulk resistance is also 
negligible, and the measured resistance is equal to the two contact resistances between 






















Thickness (mm)  
Figure 3.40:  Thicknesses effect on resistance of bipolar plates 
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3.4.5 Effect of S/T on Bipolar Plate Conductivity 
Figure 3.41 represents the resistance of the GDL/bipolar plate assembly as a function of 
the ratio of surface area over thickness (S/T). With increasing S/T, the measured 
resistance (Ω) is decreasing. This tendency is similar to that of Figure 3.39 in which the 
measured resistance decreases with increasing surface area. Similarly, with increasing S/T, 
the bulk resistance of the bipolar plate will decrease significantly, and the contact 
resistance between the gas diffusion layer and bipolar plate has more contribution on the 
total measured resistance. It is clear that due to the geometry difference of the various 
bipolar plates, the measured resistance can be significantly different. If there were 
procedures recommending plate geometry it would be much easier to successfully 
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Figure 3 and S/T .41:  Resistance of GDL/bipolar plate assembly at various sizes 
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3.4.6 Effect of Clamping Pressure on Bipolar Plate Conductivity 
The resistances of the bipolar plates were also measured at conditions with different 
loading forces. Forces applied to the interface leads to the increase in the contact area 
between the bipolar plate and gas diffusion layer, which in turn decreases the interfacial 
contact resistances. 
 
 Loading forces that were applied include 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 lbs 
respectively.  The converted applied pressures vary depending on force and sample 
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Figure 3.42:  Effect of clamping pressure on measured resistance 
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As expected, the measured resistance decreases with increasing clamping pressure for all 
 significantly. While with increasing S/T values (from 268.46 mm to 
2699.37 mm), the measured resistance decreases dramatically, in other words, the higher 
ecreased over a 
arrow range of clamping pressures. In the case of bipolar plates with higher values of 
S/T, the contribution of contact resistance between the gas diffusion layer and the bipolar 
plate to the measured resistance is more significant than the bulk resistance of bipolar 
plate. The contact resistance between the gas diffusion layer and bipolar plate with 
unknown conductivity can be estimated as S/T reaches very large (infinite) values, which 
in turn can enable the actual bulk resistance of the bipolar plate to be measured 






bipolar plate samples with different ratio of surface area over thickness (S/T). The highest 
resistance was observed for the bipolar plate with smaller S/T ratios (for example, 
S/T=268.46 mm). For a wide range of clamping pressures the change in measured 
resistance is not very
2
value of S/T, the lower the resistance measured.  
 
Additionally, for higher S/T ratios, the measured resistance can be d
n
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Chapter 4:   Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
4.1 Conclusions 
With proper selection of polymer matrix and conductive fillers, the development of 
thermoplastic conductive bipolar plates for PEM fuel cells has been demonstrated. As one 
of the most important components for a PEM fuel cell, the conductivity of bipolar plates 
needs to be improved if a thermoplastic plate can be successfully implemented.  
owever, the development of thermoplastic plates remains of interest as there is a need to 
two-filler composites. It was found that 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF 
omposites showed better performance than other blends. The highest conductivity was 
btained with a 65% fill level 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composite, specifically 1900 S/m 
 in-plane and 156 S/m in through-plane conductivities were obtained, respectively. At 
5% filler level, mechanical properties as Young’s modulus, tensile strength, flexural 
trength and flexural modulus for 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composite were 584.3 MPa, 
H
reduce the weight and costs of bipolar plates for successful commercialization of PEM 
fuel cells.  
 
In this project, the synergetic effect of different conductive fillers on composite 
conductivity has been investigated. The conductive fillers investigated for this project 
were: the three kinds of synthetic graphite with different size, Vulcan carbon black, and 
carbon fiber. Study results showed that three-filler composites exhibit better performance 








properties requirement for bipolar plates. The highest density for bipolar plate materials 
op ject was 1.33 g/cm3 and is far less than that of graphite bipolar 
 (891,084 S/m) was obtained by 65% 1:1:1 SG-4012/VCB/CF composite.  
rom the result one can envision the development of bipolar plates with metal inserts for 
MPa, 47.7 MPa and 6.82 GPa, respectively, and these results meet with mechan
devel ed during this pro
plate, thus some weight reduction in the fuel cell stack can be expected. 
 
A novel development of the use of a metal insert bipolar plate was also investigated 
during this project. With metal mesh or copper sheet inserts, there was very limited 
improvement shown in through-plane conductivity; however, in-plane conductivity of 
metal insert bipolar plate was improved significantly, and the highest in-plane 
conductivity
F
high conductivities, and low cost injection molded flow field paths.  
 
The performance of composite and copper sheet insert bipolar plates was investigated in a 
single cell fuel cell testing.  From current-voltage polarization (I-V) curves, all the 
composites bipolar plates showed lower performance than graphite bipolar plate. 
Although the copper sheet insert bipolar plates are very conductive in in-plane 
conductivity, there were limited improvements in a single cell performance compared to 
composite bipolar plates.    
 
During this work, the significance of contact resistance between the plate and GDL 
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materials was identified.   Investigation was then conducted with the aim to understand 
the relative significance of contact resistance to bulk conductivity, which is important for 
fuel cell bipolar plate design and material selection. This work therefore conducted a 
specific investigation into the factors and procedures affecting bipolar plate resistance 
easurements.  Bipolar plate surface area (S) and surface area over thickness (S/T) ratio 
 plates is still at a 
evelopmental stage, and the biggest challenge remains to improve polymer composite 
 a higher melt flow index value may be a more promising 
choice to achieve high dispersion of conductive fillers within polymer matrix. Other 
m
were found to show significant effects on the interfacial contact resistances. At high S/T 
ratio, the contact resistant was most significant. Other factors such as thickness, material 
properties, surface geometry and clamping pressure also were found to affect the bipolar 
plate resistance measurements significantly.  
 
4.2 Challenges and Recommendations 
Research into the development of thermoplastic conductive bipolar
d
conductivity. The possible suggestions are discussed in the section below: 
 
 Polymer matrix selection 
The polymer matrix applied in this project was a Polypropylene with MFI of 7. 
Since higher filler loadings are required for improving the composite conductivity, 
the use of polymers with
choices of polymers, such Nylon, PE or PPS could be considered in future research 
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efforts. A small amount of rubber or elastomer additive in the process of 
compounding could be investigated in the future for reducing composite brittleness 
especially with high filler loading. 
 
  Processing agent or dispersion agent 
SEM pictures of the composite materials developed during this project showed 
agglomeration of carbon black within polymer matrix.  This agglomeration could 
be one reason for relative low conductivity of composites. With proper selection of 
processing agent or dispersion agent, the degree of conductive fillers agglomeration 
within polymer matrix could be reduced.  
ibers could be 
investigated. Carbon nano-fibers could be a possible choice for improving 




 Conductive filler selection 
     This work has shown that different shape and size conductive fillers can affect 
conductivity of composite. The different aspect ratios of carbon f
composite conductivity with
Sample prototype for metal insert bipolar plate 
The work has shown that metal insert bipolar plates exhibit very high in-plane 
conductivity results; however, their performance in a single cell testing was not as 
encouraging. The reason for this could be that the molding method (i.e. compression 
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molding) for prototyping the metal insert bipolar plates was not suitable, and 
injection over molding metal sheet is suggested in future research.  
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Appendix 1:  Properties of Petrothene PP36KK01 Polypropylene 
 





Property Nominal Units 
Melt Flow Rate 70 g/10 mins D 1238 
Tensile Strength @yield 3200 (22.0) Psi (MPa) D 638 
Elongation @ Yield 6  % D 638 
Flexural Modulus 160,000 
(1100) 
Psi (MPa) D790 
Izod Impact, Notched @23 ℃ 9.5 ( 500) ft-lb/in (J/m) D 256 
Izod Impact, Notched @-18 ℃ 1.4 ( 75) ft-lb/in (J/m) D 256 
unnotched @-18 ℃ 31 (1655) ft-lb/in (J/m) D 4812 
Gardner Impact @-18 ℃ 320 (36) in-lb (J) D 5420 
Rockwell Hardness 78 R D 785 
Heat Deflection @ 66 psi 73 (163) ℃ (℉) D 648 
Heat Deflection @ 264 psi 56( 134) ℃ (℉) D 648 










Appendix 2: Physical and Ch s of Cabot VulcanXC72 
 





4-11 [50g/l water, 68℉(20℃)](non-oxidized carbon 
bla
2-4  (oxidiz  black) 
ck 
ed carbon
V Not determapor Pressure ined 
B ot applioiling Point/Range N cable 
Melting Point/Range Not appli  cable
Water solubility Insoluble 
D  g  ensity 1.7 -1.9 /cm3 @ 20℃
Bulk Density 20-550 kg/m3
S t deterpecific Gravity No mined 
M 30 nm ean Particle Size 
% Volatile 
 
< 2.5% @ 950℃( non-oxidized carbon black) 











Appendix 3:  Properties of Fortafil 243 Chopped Carbon Fiber from 
Fortafil Carbons 
Specifications English SI 
 
Tensile Strength >500 ksi >3450 MPa 
Tensile Modulus >30.0 Msi >207 GPa 
Ultimate Elongation 1.7% 1.7% 
Density 0.0065 lb/in2 1.8 g/cm3
Cross-sectional 
Area/Filament 4.7 * 10
-8 in2 3.3 * 10-5 mm2
Filament Shape Round / 
Filament Diameter -3 in2 6 microns 0.24 * 10
Electrical Resistivity 1.67 mOhm-cm  / 





















































Properties Unit Typical Value Variance 
Thickness micron 400 +/- 70 
Areal Weight g/m2 85 +/- 12 
Air Permeability cm3/(cm2*s) 85 +/- 40 
























Appendix 8: DOE results from software for different filler loading 
including nickel coated graphite 
 
Std SG/Ni B  
 
 
 Run Block VC CF PP 
13 1 Block 1 0.058333 0.308333 0.058333 0.575 
6 1 0 0 0.2   2 Block 0.8
15 3 Block 1 0.116667 0.116667 0.116667 0.65 
14 4 Block 1 0 0.5 0 0.5 
16 5 0.25 0.25 0.5 Block 1 0
12 6 Block 1 0.308333 0.058333 0.058333 0.575 
7 7 Block 1 0 0 0.35 0.65 
3 8 Block 1 0 0 0.5 0.5 
10 9 Block 1 0.25 0 0.25 0.5 
8 10 Block 1 0.25 0.25 0 0.5 
2 11 Block 1 0.2 0 0 0.8 
1 12 Block 1 0.5 0 0 0.5 
11 13 Block 1 0.116667 0.116667 0.116667 0.65 
5 14 Block 1 0 0.2 0 0.8 
4 15 Block 1 0.058333 0.308333 0.058333 0.575 







Appendix 9: Procedures for freeze fracturing composite SEM samples  
 
a) Cut bipolar plates made from different composites into strips with10cm in 
length, 3mm in width and 3mm in thickness; 
ze he sa p, and dip into liquid nitrogen below the  
uid le r inutes; 
c) Break the sample strip, cut SEM sample around 4-5 mm in length from fracture 












b) Use a twee rs hold t mple stri
liq ve  for 3 m
sur  and stick mpl ing 




Appendix 10:  Procedures for hot-pressing molded bipolar plates for a 
single cell performance testing 
 
a) 0 ℃; 
c)  sheet into the chamber of mold and keep hot pressing 
d) 
mes. Pressure applied are from 5000, 10000 to 15000 psi; 
e) Shut off hot-pressing heating, and keep load pressure at 15000 psi; 
f) Take out mold from hot pressing until the temperature reaches to 120℃; 
g) Release bipolar plate sample.  
Preheat the mold in hot pressing up to190 ~ 20
b) Spray releasing agent on the surfaces of mold; 
Put injection molded plate
temperature within 190 ~ 200 ℃ around 15 minutes; 












Appendix 11:  Photos of mold for fabricating composite bipolar plate 
for single cell fuel cell performance testing 
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